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Abstract  
 
The purpose of this study was to compare four commonly used hip extension exercise from a 

kinematic and muscle activation perspective to try and identify the best lift for posterior chain 

(PC) development. Twelve males (age: 19 ± 2 years; height: 1.81 ± 0.81 m; body mass: 85.64 

± 10.87 kg) who were injury-free for the previous six months where included in the study. 

Ten participants (four aged 17 years old: six aged 18 years old) were selected from a 1 XV 

Rugby Union scholar athlete training group at Oundle School, and were resistance trained (> 

1 years’ experience). Two participants (21 years old) where considered experienced at 

resistance training (> 3 years). All participants took part in a repeated measure, study design, 

in which they performed four hip extension exercises: conventional deadlift (CDL), sumo 

deadlift (SDL), hex bar deadlift (HBD) and hip thrust (HT) at 90% one repetition maximum 

(1 RM) for three repetitions, and 100% 1 RM for one repetition. A 4 x 2 x 2 ANOVA 

compared muscle activation, knee and hip kinematics and load lifted at two lifting intensities. 

Results indicated for 100% 1 RM lifting the erector spinae (ES), rectus femoris (RF), vastus 

medialis (VM), muscle activity and knee peak joint flexion and joint range of motion (ROM) 

was significantly greater in the HBD compared to the HT. In 90% 1 RM, ES muscle 

activation was greater in HBD, and RF, for the HBD, CDL, SDL, compared to the HT.  Knee 

joint ROM was significantly larger in the three styles of deadlift for all lifts compared to the 

HT. Hip joint peak flexion and ROM was significantly greater in the HT compared to the 

HBD. Lifting at 90% 1 RM showed a greater global muscle activity when compared to 100% 

1 RM. In conclusion, the CDL, SDL and HBD would seem favourable for PC development 

over HT. The HBD would appear to be the superior lift in regarding muscle activation of the 

PC, however further evidence is needed.  
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1.0 Introduction 
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The posterior chain (PC) is a collective of muscles that provides a multitude of functions, 

which supports sporting activities and actions, injury prevention, and daily tasks (Constantine 

et al., 2018; Andersen et al., 2018, 2019; Jett and Bolla, 2019), strength maintenance and 

development of the PC is therefore deemed essential to all populations. Comprised of the 

erector spinae, gluteal, hamstring, soleus, and gastrocnemius musculature (Gatt et al., 1997; 

Gluck et al., 2008; Hammond et al., 2019). The PC underpins the kinetic chain of all running 

and jumping based activities (Andersen et al., 2019; Jett and Bolla, 2019; Matinlauri et al., 

2019). A strength and conditioning practitioner will aim to target the adaptation of the PC by 

using various compound hip extension exercises. 

 

There is an extensive range of past research measuring training of the PC, which identifies a 

wide range of resistance-based exercise that can stimulate the PC musculature (Andersen et 

al., 2019; Jett and Bolla, 2019; Matinlauri et al., 2019; Hammond et al., 2019). With a 

plethora of exercises available, it can be hard to differentiate which exercises should be used 

to optimise the PC's adaptation and further develop athletic performance as part of a 

resistance training programme (Andersen et al., 2018).  

 

From a strength and conditioning coaches’ perspective, some prerequisites which are adhered 

to. When differentiating a relevant PC exercise based on the performers' physical, and 

performance needs. These include variation in exercise style, dictated load placement, and 

ability to lift high amounts of load (Jett and Bolla, 2019; Matinlauri et al., 2019; Hammond et 

al., 2019).  

 

Some of the most popular choices of PC hip extension dominant exercises are the deadlift 

(DL) and hip thrust (HT) (Contreras et al., 2015a, 2015b; Spencer and Croiss, 2015; Korak et 
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al., 2018; Delgado et al., 2019). The DL is performed in three styles, the sumo (SDL), 

conventional (CDL), and hexagonal bar (HBD) (Andersen et al., 2018; Martin-Fuentes et al., 

2020). Although each style uniquely differs with respects to lifting form, the overall goal of 

displacing load vertically from the floor to a standing position through a hip and knee 

extension remains the same (Brown and Abani, 1985; Cholewicki et al., 1992; McGuigan 

and Wilson, 1996; Escamilla et al., 2001; Cholewicki et al., 2019).  

 

Research around the styles of DL and how they compare from both a kinematic and muscle 

activation standpoint remains relatively unexplored, with research predominantly completed 

during powerlifting competitions, naturally biasing the CDL and SDL styles (Brown and 

Abani, 1985; Cholewicki et al., 1992; McGuigan and Wilson, 1996; Escamilla et al., 2001; 

Cholewicki et al., 2019). Despite this, some comparative investigations have shown an 

alteration in the form that is unique to the style of DL (Hamlyn et al., 2007; Hales et al., 

2009; McCurdy et al., 2019; Latella et al., 2019 ; Martin-Fuentes et al., 2020). The CDL 

appears to necessitate a deeper start position by increased flexion of both the hips and knee 

joints, with the bar gripped outside of the knees (Escamilla et al., 2001; Camara et al., 2016; 

Cholewicki et al., 2019; Martin-Fuentes et al., 2020). In contrast, the SDL requires a more 

upright position (Escamilla et al., 2001; Lake et al., 2017; Lockie et al., 2017; Andersen et 

al., 2018; Martin-Fuentes et al., 2020), with both the hip and knee joints less flexed in the 

start position due to the barbell gripped inside the knees (Escamilla et al., 2001; Lake et al., 

2017; Lockie et al., 2017; Andersen et al., 2018; Martin-Fuentes et al., 2020).  The HBD has 

been previously compared to the CDL, with lifters shown to require a more upright trunk 

position during the start, with the knee joint more flexed, while the hip remains in a more 

extended position (Camara et al., 2016; Andersen et al., 2018; Martin-Fuentes et al., 2020). 

How the SDL differs and compares to the HBD is yet to be established in current literature.  
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Another exercise used by strength and conditioning coaches to promote hip extension and PC 

engagement is the HT (Contreras et al., 2015, 2015; Camara et al., 2016; Andersen et al., 

2018). Used as a hip extension exercise, the HT, like the DL, is somewhat relatable from a 

kinematics standpoint (Contreras et al., 2015, 2015; Camara et al., 2016; Andersen et al., 

2018); however, it differs in respects to both lifting form, and load lifted. The HT performed 

in a prone lying position, with the load placed across the anterior pelvic region, is displaced 

vertically through a hip extension action (Contreras et al., 2011, 2015, 2015, 2016; Neto et 

al., 2019). The HT due to the situation of the load is limited in respects to knee flexion during 

the start position, and can only extend the joint to approximately 90°, roughly half of that of 

the DL exercise (Contreras et al., 2011). However, the extent to which this reduction in knee 

extension compares to the DL from a muscle activity standpoint is still unknown. 

 

Measuring muscle activation of any exercise is commonly completed through surface 

electromyographic analysis (sEMG) (Konrad, 2005; Hermens and Freriks, 2006). Both the 

CDL and SDL would seem favourable to increase activation of the back and hamstring 

muscle (Escamilla et al., 2002; Faigenbaum et al., 2010; Andersen et al., 2019; Schott et al., 

2019;  Wu et al., 2019), due to the load lifted in front of the lifter (Hales et al., 2009; Latella 

et al., 2019). Whereas the HBD would appear to be the more quadriceps dominant style of 

DL due to the hexagonal barbell shape allowing a more flexed knee position (Barnes and 

Plisk, 2002; Hales et al., 2009; Andersen et al., 2018; Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). The HT 

is shown to attenuate high levels of gluteus maximus (GM) activation, specifically in the end 

portion of lifting, while it is excepted a reduction in quadriceps activation due to a minimal 

knee extension (Contreras et al., 2011, 2015, 2015; Delgado et al., 2019; Hammond et al., 

2019; Neto et al., 2019).  
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Results from comparative literature that has measured the CDL, SDL, HBD and HT have 

used a plethora of lifting intensities (30-100 one repetition maximum) (Andersen et al., 2018; 

Neto et al., 2019; Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). Commonly used for strength training,  a 

higher prerequisite intensity of lifting should be employed (90-100% one repetition 

maximum) to better understand how exercises compare, and how they can be used by 

strength and conditioning as part of a strength training paradigm.  

 

To date, no investigation has compared all four exercises in the same study or cohort. 

Research is still unclear about how these commonly used hip extension exercises are 

comparable from both a movement, muscle activation, and how they perform at high lifting 

intensities. Therefore, making it difficult to interpret and prescribe these exercises to induce 

optimised PC adaptation and performance gains as part of a strategic strength and 

conditioning programme. 

 

1.1 Study aim 

To investigate muscle activation and kinematic differences between CDL, SDL, HBD, and 

HT exercises at maximal and training loads. 

 

1.2 Hypotheses  

 

1. There will be a significantly greater hamstring and back muscle activity for the CDL lift 

compared to the HBD.  

 

2. There will be a significantly greater hamstring and back muscle activity for the SDL lift 

compared to the HBD. 
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3a. There will be a significantly greater quadriceps muscle activity in the HBD lift compared 

to the CDL,  

 

3b. There will be a significantly greater quadriceps muscle activity in the HBD lift compared 

to the SDL. 

 

3c. There will be a significantly greater quadriceps muscle activity in the HBD lift compared 

to the HT. 

 

4a. There will be a significantly greater GM muscle activity in the HT lift compared to the 

CDL. 

 

4b. There will be a significantly greater GM muscle activity in the HT lift compared to the 

SDL. 

 

4c. There will be a significantly greater GM muscle activity in the HT lift compared to the 

HBD. 

 

5a. There will be significantly greater flexion and range of motion of the knee joint in the 

HBD compared to the CDL. 

 

5b. There will be significantly greater flexion and range of motion of the knee joint in the 

HBD compared to the SDL. 
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5c. There will be significantly greater flexion and range of motion of the knee joint in the 

HBD compared to the HT. 

 

5d. There will be significantly greater flexion and range of motion of the knee joint in the 

CDL compared to the HT. 

 

 

6. There will be significantly greater flexion and range of motion of the knee joint in the SDL 

compared to the HT. 

 

7. There will be significantly greater muscle activation in 100% 1RM intensity compared to 

90% 1RM. 
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2.0 Literature 

Review 
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2.1 Exercise selection.  

 

2.1.1 Deadlift styles and stages of lifting. 

 

The DL is a commonly used PC exercise which is performed in three main styles. The sumo 

(SDL) and conventional (CDL) styles performed using a straight barbell, with load situated in 

front of the lifter. However, for the hex bar (HBD) style, a uniquely shaped hexagonal barbell 

is used, seeing the barbell gripped in a neutral position with load situated in line with the 

lifter's centre of mass (COM; Barnes and Plisk, 2002; Hales et al., 2009; Andersen et al., 

2018). Although all styles are considered variations of the DL exercises, they each uniquely 

differ regarding loading and lifting form (McGuigan and Wilson, 1996; Escamilla et al., 

1998, 2000, 2001, 2002; Andersen et al., 2018, 2019), despite the distinction between styles 

of DL, all have defined stages of lifting (Hales et al., 2009; McGuigan and Wilson, 1996).  

 

As described by Hales et al. (2009), stage one, the Lift-off (LO) phase (Appendix  7.1.1, 

7.1.2, 7.1.3), sees the barbell being initially pulled vertically, following the start position until 

the barbell proceeds near the tibial tuberosity. The movement exhibits a knee extension 

action for the CDL and SDL during the LO while the torso remains relatively unchanged to 

the start position.  

 

The second phase is categorised as Knees-passing (KP) and is defined by the distance 

between the tibial tuberosity to a point approximately 6 cm proximal to the patella (Appendix 

7.1.5, 7.1.6, 7.1.7), through which a prominent action of hip extension is completed, while 

the knee remains relatively unchanged to the LO. Unlike the CDL and SDL, the HBD 
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expresses a primary hip and knee extension in LO, as the barbell does not have to negotiate 

around the knee joint as it transitions to the KP stage.  

 

The final stage sees the lifter and loaded barbell transition into Lock-out (LC). The LC 

completes the lift, by an extension of the hip and knee until the body is standing in a fully 

erect, upright position (Appendix 7.1.8, 7.1.9, 7.1.10). As the DL exercise moves a loaded 

barbell through these categorised phases of lifting, both active joints and supporting 

musculature are manipulated to allow smooth and successful navigation (Kompf and 

Arandjelovic, 2016).  During hip extension, the hamstrings, and gluteal muscles 

concentrically contract, while during knee extension, the quadriceps concentrically contract 

(Edington et al., 2018). The ES musculature preserves the neutral spine to counteract torso 

flexion caused by the exercise loading (Edington et al., 2018).  

 

Observing load situated in front of the lifter during the CDL and SDL (Hales et al., 2009), the 

hip can only begin to extend once the barbell moves past the KP stage (Escamilla et al., 

2000). Whereas for the HBD based on the barbell shape and load being in line with the lifter, 

it allows for a simultaneous extension of the trunk, hip, and knee from LO as it ascends to the 

LC (Andersen et al., 2018).  

 

A distinction in kinematic parameters has been identified between the styles of DL 

(Escamilla et al., 2000; Hales et al., 2009; Andersen et al., 2018) as the knee is forced to 

initially extend during the CDL and SDL from LO to KP, with the hip joint acting as a 

primary lever arm during the movement (Swinton et al., 2009; Hales et al., 2009; Lake et al., 

2017; Edington et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018). A differentiation in kinematics which is shown 

to elevate mechanical strain of the exercise (Hales et al., 2009; Andersen et al., 2018) and 
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potentially heighten activation of the supporting back, gluteal, and hamstring muscles 

compared to the HBD (Andersen et al., 2018). Compared to the CDL, the HBD has 

demonstrated an increased knee joint flexion and ROM during the ascent (Edington et al., 

2018). A change in joint kinematics that potentially could elevate quadriceps activation 

compared to the other styles of DL, however a comparative study measuring this is yet to be 

completed.  

 

Previous biomechanical literature has partially been able to provide some distinction in how 

these DL exercises can be implemented into a training regime when aiming to target specific 

muscle groups (Lee et al., 2018; Cholewicki et al., 2019; Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). 

However, scepticism is needed when reviewing practical application from these results, as to 

date, no comparative investigation has measured and compared these three styles of DL from 

both a kinematics and muscle activity understanding.  

 

2.1.2 Validity and reliability of angular kinematic methods. 

 

The DL is considered a compound-based movement (Martin-Funentes et al., 2020), with the 

primary function to develop both lower limb and PC strength (Hales et al., 2009; Lake et al., 

2017; Cholewicki et al., 2019; Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). Kinematic-based investigations 

has pioneered DL research by analysing the hip, knee, and ankle joints (Escamilla et al., 

1998, 2000, 2002; El-Ashker et al., 2019; Choe et al., 2021). However, the ankle is not 

considered a primary joint indicative of movement within the DL unlike the hip and knee 

joint (Escamilla et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2018; Cholewicki et al., 2019), with displacement of 

the ankle resulting from the knee joint acting as the prime mover (Escamilla et al., 2000; 
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Cholewicki et al., 2019). It is because of this that ankle joint is not considered in most DL 

research.  

 

The gold standard method when reporting both upper and lower limb kinematics is through a 

three-dimensional analysis (3D). However, with the 3D setup being operationally large, and 

equipment expensive, it is difficult to use this method when analysing heavy lifts in a gym or 

competition setting (McGuigan and Wilson, 1996, Escamilla et al., 2000). It is because of 

this that previous DL and HT research has opted to use the reliable alternative method, of 

two-dimensional (2D) motion capture (Soreson et al., 2015).   

 

Although a reliable method of reporting kinematic analysis, implementation of the 2D 

method can provide visual limitations, with the inability to accurately and reliability record 

multi-planer movements and exercises (Yazidfar et al., 2014; Soreson et al., 2015; Schurr et 

al., 2017). Within the present study this is especially relevant when looking at the SDL lift, 

which reports an overestimation and unreliable kinematic measures for the knee joint 

associated with 2D methods visual error, due to both flexion and extension occurring at the 

midway point between the frontal and sagittal planes (Escamilla et al., 2000). Electro 

goniometers provide an alternative, non-visual, reliable method of kinematic analysis that can 

eradicate any potential visual error associated with 2D motion analysis (Yazidfar et al., 

2014). When measured and compared by Yazidfar et al. (2014) the electro goniometer 

method reported validity (P < 0.01) for flexion, extension, and range of motion (ROM) of the 

lower limb extremities when compared to the 3D analysis (Yazidfar et al., 2014; Soreson et 

al., 2015; Schurr et al., 2017). Specifically, the hip and knee joint presented a minimum 

repeatability error when compared with the 3D method (Yazidfar et al., 2014). A notion that 

is further supported by Kubiak et al. (2007) and Reinschmidt et al. (1997), whose results 
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validated goniometers as an alternative method of testing when compared to a 3D motion 

system (d = 2.2) for multi planer-based movements (P < 0.05), deeming electro goniometers 

as a plausible, reliable, and valid method for multi-planer, multi-joint movements 

(Reinschmidt et al., 1997; Kubiak et al., 2007; Yazidfar et al., 2014; Soreson et al., 2015; 

Schurr et al., 2017). 

 

2.1.3  Electromyographic analysis of each style of deadlift. 

 

The standard measure of defining muscle function and activation in current research, not just 

DL-based literature, is through surface electromyography analysis (sEMG; Konrad, 2005; 

Hermens and Freriks, 2006). Electromyography uses surface electrodes to measure 

myoelectric muscle signals formed by physiological variations and movements through the 

state of muscle fibre membranes (Konrad, 2005, Hermens and Freriks, 2006). Generally 

termed surface sEMG (Marshall and Murphy, 2003; Konrad, 2005) it is the most adopted 

method of muscle activity analysis (Marshall and Murphy, 2003; Konrad, 2005) and 

movement-based reports as it studies voluntary neuromuscular activation of select muscles 

within functional movements, postural tasks, training, and treatment regimens (Marshall and 

Murphy, 2003; Konrad, 2005; Scott et al., 2018). For the current investigation, the use of 

sEMG will provide insight into muscles activation when comparing traditional DL exercises 

and HT actions and report any distinction between them.  

 

The DL  is utilised as an exercise to promote both hip and knee extension (Hales et al., 2009; 

Delgado et al., 2019; Choe et al., 2021), the supporting musculature of the back, gluteal, 

hamstrings, and quadriceps have been commonly measured when aiming to report and 

differentiate sEMG during DL exercises (Camara et al., 2016; Lake et al., 2017; Lockie et 
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al., 2017; Andersen et al., 2018; Edington et al., 2018). Investigations have tended to report 

muscles from a singular perspective, meaning, an individual muscle has been reported when 

aiming to describe a collective of muscles defining a muscle group (Bourne et al., 2017; 

Myers et al., 2017; Andersen et al., 2019; Young et al., 2019; Choe et al., 2021).  

 

Within DL research the hamstring, specifically the bicep femoris (BF), has been the most 

documented muscle in sEMG research, the second being the gluteus maximus (GM) of the 

gluteal (Escamilla et al., 2002; Wakeling et al., 2006; Bourne et al., 2017; Myers et al., 2017; 

Dicus et al., 2018; Schott et al., 2019; Young et al., 2019; Martin-Funentes et al., 2020), 

thirdly erector spinae longissimus (ES) for the back (Wakeling et al., 2006; Dicus et al., 

2018; Schott et al., 2019; Young et al., 2019; Martin-Funentes et al., 2020) and fourthly 

vastus medialis (VM) for the quadriceps (O'conner et al., 2000; Strasser et al., 2010;  Bearly 

et al., 2019; Young et al., 2019; Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). With a handful of studies 

supplementing additional reports of muscle activation by measuring muscles like the 

semitendinosus (ST) for the hamstring (Andersen et al., 2018; Krajewski e et al., 2018; 

Martin-Funentes et al., 2020) and rectus femoris (RF) for the quadriceps (Andersen et al., 

2018; Krajewski et al., 2018; Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). The current study aimed to report 

collectives of muscle groups by using one or more muscle to provide a clearer differentiation 

between exercise, and documentation of how different muscles are activated.  

 

Deadlift comparative investigations have used a varied repetition scheme (2-8 repetitions) 

and intensities (6-12 repetitions maximum). Therefore, there is a large variability in literature 

and prospective outcomes and applications of exercises. An investigation by Escamilla et al. 

(2002) used a 12 RM lifting scheme and measured muscle activation of ES, GM, BF, ST, 

VM and vastus lateralis (VL) in the CDL and SDL. Presenting the SDL to be the more 
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quadriceps dominant style by greater activating the VM and VL musculature. However, upon 

reviewing the methodologies, lifting intensity was not relatable to how the DL, a strength-

based exercise is commonly performed (Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). A higher prerequisite 

intensity of lifting should be employed to better understand true strength training adaptations, 

and when compared against Andersen et al. (2018), who utilised a 100% 1 RM lifting 

scheme, DL reported higher PC activation of the BF, GM, and ES activation.  

 

Only a limited number of investigations have measured and compared the compound DL 

exercises exclusively, with derivative-based exercises still at the forefront of research. There 

is also a large variability and justification of sEMG and kinematics testing methods. Meaning 

muscles, joints, and measured outcomes are somewhat unrelatable to other investigations that 

make assumptions of exercises, meaning from a training perspective is challenging to 

interpret (Andersen et al., 2018; Krajewski et al., 2018; Martin-Funentes et et al., 2020). 

 

2.1.4 Comparison of the sumo and conventional styles of deadlift. 

 

Pre-existing DL research is governed by the pre-2000's and pioneered from a powerlifting 

perspective (Brown and Abani. 1985; Cholewicki et al., 1992; McGuigan and Wilson, 1996). 

Denoting why the two competition lifts, the CDL and SDL, are the most readily reported and 

compared styles of DL (Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). Differentiation in biomechanical 

parameters has been established between the two styles regarding total load lifted and form 

adherence.  

 

Escamilla et al. (2000) presented form alterations for the SDL in highly skilled lifters to have 

a 10-15% less barbell displacement modified by a 20-25% increased stance width when 
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compared to the CDL. Initiating mechanical work to be reduced by 10-15% in the skilled 

lifters, with a significantly higher load lifted (Escamilla et al., 2000), based on skilled lifters 

having a trained ability to sustain an increased barbell velocity across all the transitional 

phases of lifting (Escamilla et al., 2000; Kompf and Arandjelovic, 2016). Allowing 

successful navigation of the barbell from the start to the finish position of the lift (Kompf and 

Arandjelovic, 2016). Comparative DL literature by Escamilla et al., (2000), Swinton et al., 

(2011) and Kompf and Arandjelovic, (2016) completed testing from a competitive 

powerlifting setting. Therefore, participants used within study design ranged from sub-elite to 

elite level lifters; respective reports are therefore presented as unrelatable to generalised 

lifting populations (Hales et al., 2009; Cholewicki et al., 2019). Competitive lifters have been 

shown to manipulate joints to optimise barbell path and favour their more substantial muscle 

groups (Hales et al., 2009; Cholewicki et al., 2019), and significantly this trend is more 

apparent when lifting maximal loads (Hales et al., 2009; Cholewicki et al., 2019).  

 

The CDL is performed in an approximate shoulder-width foot position, with a barbell gripped 

outside of the lifter’s knees (Escamilla et al., 2000, 2002). When compared against the CDL, 

the SDL lifters adopted a 100% increased stance width, more upright torso position, and 20% 

reduced grip width inside the knees (Escamilla et al., 2000, 2002). This alteration in form as 

the barbell ascends in front of the lifter means the CDL attenuates a peak moment of the hip 

joint as the dictated load moves around the knee joint, in the KP stage (McGuigan and 

Wilson, 1996; Swinton et al., 2009; Cholewicki et al., 2019). The SDL, like the CDL, still 

needs to move load past the knee joint (Hamlyn et al., 2007; Hales et al., 2009; Korak et al., 

2018; McCurdy et al., 2019), however, based on the wider stance, with feet turned out, due to 

hip external rotation, knee are positioned to allow a more optimal vertical bar displacement 

without the need to negotiate the bar around the lifter knee (Escamilla et al., 2000, 2002), 
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allowing transitional speed and barbell displacement to be optimised in the SDL (Escamilla et 

al., 2001; Kompf and Arandjelovic, 2016), while mechanical strain was reduced due to a 

more upright torso position (Brown and Abani, 1985; Hales et al., 2009; Andersen et al., 

2018; Delgado et al., 2019; Choe et al., 2021). A change in form has previously presented the 

SDL to lift the highest amount of load compared to the CDL (Brown and Abani, 1985; 

Andersen et al., 2018;  Delgado et al., 2019; Choe et al., 2021). However, with investigations 

completed from a powerlifting, competitive setting, exercise preference needs to be 

considered, and the SDL may be the favoured choice of DL for that specific sample of 

participants.  

 

Revised practical applications of these DL styles were used for several years (Escamilla et 

al., 2000; 2002) based on these prospective reports (Brown and Abani, 1985;  Cholewicki et 

al., 1992; McGuigan and Wilson, 1996). Pre-dated 2000’s DL reports utilised a 2D method 

of kinematics to represent the CDL and SDL exercises (Soreson et al., 2015; Schurr et al., 

2017). Research by Escamilla et al., (2000) measured and compared joint kinematics in the 

CDL and SDL, with methodologies utilising both 2D and 3D kinematic analysis. Their 

findings presented validity issues in kinematcs, when 2D data was comparably measured 

against the gold standard 3D methodology (Yazidfar et al., 2014; Soreson et al., 2015; Schurr 

et al., 2017).  As the barbell ascending from the LO to LC in the SDL style, the hip joint 

externally rotates approximately 45° (Escamilla et al., 2000), forcing knee extension to occur 

within the mid-way point between the sagittal and frontal planes of movement (Escamilla et 

al., 2000). A limitation for 2D video analysis, with the SDL demonstrating a multiplanar 

movement, which presented an overestimation in the knee joint kinematics (Escamilla et al., 

2000; Soreson et al., 2015; Schurr et al., 2017). No visual error was associated with the CDL 

style, being performed in the sagittal plane only (Escamilla et al., 2000) and can therefore be 
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measured from both a 2D and 3D method of analysis (Escamilla et al., 2000; Soreson et al., 

2015; Schurr et al., 2017).  

 

Escamilla et al. (2000) investigation also measured and compared 2D and 3D joint 

kinematics in the CDL and SDL. Kinematic reports suggested the CDL to be the superior lift 

choice by attenuating a greater degree of initial joint flexion of the hip and knee in the start 

position, and subsequent active joint range of motion (ROM) in which these joints extended 

as the barbell ascended to the LC position (Escamilla et al., 2000). It must therefore be borne 

in mind when reviewing comparative DL research that has measured and compare the SDL 

from a 2D kinematic methodology (Escamilla et al., 2000). 

 

Interestingly, previous kinematic investigations which have measured the three DL in 

isolation or comparatively, are able to provide some insight around how certain styles of DL 

could be favoured when training a desired muscle and or group of muscles.  The CDL from 

LO to LC appeared to flex and extend the torso and hip joint to a greater degree (Escamilla et 

al., 2000), therefore, potentially providing a greater stimulation to the supporting ES, GM, 

BF, ST, RF, VM muscles, and PC (Camara et al., 2016; Andersen et al., 2018). The SDL 

flexed and extended the knee joint through an increased ROM and can potentially be the 

more quadricep dominant style of DL (Escamilla et al., 2000, 2002). Although investigations 

provide some practical applications, these reports still need to be validated and measured by 

non-elitist lifting groups to provide greater transfer to general sporting populations (Martin-

Fuentes et al., 2020). Therefore, it is still unclear how these exercises can be used practically 

in a strength and conditioning setting outside of elite power lifting groups (Martin-Fuentes et 

al., 2020).  
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2.1.5 Muscle activation of the sumo and conventional deadlifts.  

 

To date, only one comparative investigation has established how variation in the SDL and 

CDL joint mechanics accounts for changes in muscle activation. Measured by Escamilla et 

al. (2002), testing was completed by 13 division I-A football players during the midway point 

of their playing season. Therefore, testing intensity 60% of one repetition maximum (1 RM) 

and repetitions of 4 reflected the teams' periodisation phase. Measuring sEMG of the RF, 

VM, BF, ES, and GM and joint kinematics of the hip and knee. Both DL styles revealed 

several small sEMG variations identifying greater muscle recruitment for the VL and VM for 

the SDL (Escamilla et al., 2002) due to the knee joint presenting an increased ROM 

(Escamilla et al., 2000), validating Escamilla et al. (2000) research, and therefore suggesting 

the SDL to be the more quadricep dominant style of DL (Escamilla et al., 2002). Although 

Escamilla et al. (2002) were able to attend previous literature from both a kinematic and 

muscle perspective, conclusive results may not accurately represent the DL exercise upon 

reviewing the methods utilised.  

 

Despite using a valid 3D method of video analysis to report joint kinematic, respective 

muscle activation was reported at 90° joint segments and not during the total ascent phases 

from LO to LC, which appears the norm in most literature (Hales et al., 2009; Lake et al., 

2017; Edington et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018), therefore presenting issues when comparing 

results to other studies, and accuracy of describing the lift phases accuralty based on the 

anthropometrical variation of the participants (Cholewicki et al., 2019; Martin-Funentes et 

al., 2020). Torso length, limb length, and general form would have meant participants could 

have been at different stages of the DL at the 90° recorded intervals. Cholewicki et al. (2019) 

supported this notion, identifying a variation in DL lifting form caused by individuals based 
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on anthropometrics and limb length, which will proportionally alter individual joint 

kinematics (Beckham et al., 2012).  Consequently, reporting collative joint angles and muscle 

activation at every 90° segments is an unusual method in describing the DL action and 

linking it to relative muscle activity (Lake et al., 2017; Edington et al., 2018; Martin-

Funentes et al., 2020). To eradicate this discrepancy and differentiate between the styles of 

DL would require the use of the traditional methodology of reporting DL by their stages of 

lifting or categorised as the total ascent from LO to LC (Escamilla et al., 2000; Hales et al., 

2009; Cholewicki et al., 2019; Martin-Funentes e et al., 2020). 

 

Escamilla et al. (2002) related testing based on the current periodisation phase of the training 

lifting at a low % 1 RM, combined with a multiple repetition scheme, there is no mention of 

reliability measures between repetitions completed by Escamilla et al. (2002), nor was it 

stated a specified lifting form criterion in which each rep had to abide. Further, both the 

lifting and the intensity was not directly representative of the nature in which the DL is 

commonly performed (McAllister et al., 2014; Schoenfeld et al., 2015; Nijem et al., 2016; 

Iversen et al., 2017; Snyder et al., 2017). Adopting a higher threshold of lifting (90 – 100% 

1RM) is more relatable to how the DL is commonly performed as a strength training exercise 

(Bishop et al., 2014; Andersen et al., 2018; Krings et al., 2019; Martin-Funentes et al., 2020) 

but would also theoretically heightened muscle activation of the exercises (Marshall and 

Murphy, 2003; Bishop et al., 2014; Mangine et al., 2015). Helping validity when looking at 

commonly used strength training paradigms (Andersen et al., 2018; Edington et al., 2018; 

Krings et al., 2019; Martin-Funentes et al., 2020) and potentially allow a much clearer 

muscle activity differential between the lifts, which can better inform practical applications of 

exercises (Bishop et al., 2014; Martin-Funentes et al., 2020).   
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Escamilla et al. (2002) investigation utilised a 3–4-minute rest period, with fatigue deemed 

negligible by the researcher based on participant feedback reporting low RPE scores. 

However, training experience was not defined by Escamilla et al. (2002) therefore, it is 

unclear how proficient the participant cohort were at performing the DL exercises. The form 

of the DL’s may have been varied due to the experience of lifters, biasing results to favour 

specific muscle groups in some lifters. Reported muscle activity was expressed as a ratio as a 

percentage of maximal voluntary isometric contractions (%MVIC) that were completed post 

data collection. Individual muscles were contracted maximally for 5s for a total of three trials 

per muscle. Despite Escamilla et al. (2002) mentioning that the muscle was not fatigued, due 

to the slow and continuous manner and many repetitions performed within data collection, 

fatigue could had been present. Therefore, presenting reliability issues in ratioed %MVIC 

(Besomi et al., 2019). Any sEMG-based investigation should compile %MVIC pre-data 

collection to eradicate fatigue discrepancies, to ensure the reliability of projected results 

(Hermen and Freriks, 2006). Further to this, sEMG electrodes were placed following 

Basmajian and Blumenstein Guidelines, rather than the frequently not used Surface 

Electromyography for the Non-Invasive Assessment of Muscles (SENIAM) Guidelines, 

meaning variability in sEMG electrode marker placement, which makes results incomparable 

to most other DL research (Myers et al., 2017; Andersen et al., 2018; Andersen et al., 2019; 

Young et al., 2019; Choe et al., 2021). 

 

2.1.6 Understanding the hex bar deadlift from a kinematics and muscle activity perspective. 

 

The third style of DL is different from the traditional CDL and SDL style that uses a straight 

barbell (Camara et al., 2016; Lockie et al., 2017; Cholewicki et al., 2019; Choe et al., 2021) 

which is performed by using a hexagonal shaped barbell (Lake et al., 2017; Lockie et al., 
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2017), it is therefore fittingly named HBD. A popular alternative DL exercise, the HBD was 

first introduced as the trap bar deadlift based on the initial diamond model in 1987 (Lockie et 

al., 2017). Over time, the barbell was adapted from a four-sided frame to a six-sided 

hexagonal shape to allow better spacing when lifting (Lockie et al., 2017), giving the HBD 

its name.  

 

The CDL style of DL can be challenging to perform based on a lifter's anthropometrical 

limits such as height, torso, and limb length (Beck et al., 2012; Lockie et al., 2017; 

Cholewicki et al., 2019). The HBD does not use a standard straight barbell and uniquely 

proportional in aiding these common lifting limitations by keeping the load closer to one's 

COM (Lockie et al., 2017; Andersen et al., 2018). The HBD, like the SDL, allows a more 

upright trunk position and reduced mechanical strain of the back (Lockie et al., 2017; 

Andersen et al., 2018) (Appendix 7.1.3), and is therefore often favoured by taller lifters over 

the CDL (Lake et al., 2017; Lockie et al., 2017; Andersen et al., 2018, Martin-Fuentes et al., 

2020). Despite this, the HBD has been compared to the CDL infrequently and has, as yet, 

been compared to the SDL style. 

 

An investigation by Swinton et al. (2011) measured and compared the HBD to the CDL only. 

Testing comprised 19 male, elite powerlifters who lifted loads ranging from 10 – 80%1 RM. 

They found that a greater load was lifted in HBD (P < 0.05; 265.0 ± 41.8 kg vs 244.5 ± 39.5 

kg). A factor associated to the more advantageous, upright lifting position and reduced 

barbell displacement (Swinton et al., 2011; Lake et al., 2017) caused by a change in resistant 

moment arms (P < 0.05), attributing for both lower peak moments of the spine and hip 

respectively (P < 0.05), and increased peak moment of the knee (P < 0.05) from LO to LC 

(Swinton et al., 2011). Suggesting the HBD to provide a greater mechanical stimulation and 
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potential activation of the quadriceps based on established biomechanical variables, higher 

load lifted, and the knee joint presenting an increased ROM (Marshall and Murphy, 2003; 

Mangine et al., 2015). Camara et al. (2016) further supported Swinton et al. (2011) 

investigation. Measuring similar lifting intensities of 65 and 85%1 RM for multiple 

repetitions (3) confirmed that despite lifting respectively similar loads (P > 0.05) in the HBD 

and CDL (181.4 ± 27.3 kg vs 181.1 ± 27.6 kg) based on the load situated closer to lifters 

COM, a reduced trunk inclination was shown (P < 0.05; Camara et al., 2016). Again, a factor 

that caused lifters to adopt an increased knee flexion at LO to allow the lifter to grip the hex 

barbell (Swinton et al., 2011; Camara et al., 2016), which means the knee extended through 

an increased ROM during the ascent from LO to LC (Camara et al., 2016). Confirming the 

previous suggestion by Swinton et al. (2011) and identifying the HBD in being a quadriceps 

dominate lift, due to a presented increase in muscle activity for the quadriceps musculature 

specifically, the VM (Camara et al., 2016).  

 

Muscle activity reports by Camara et al. (2016) are expressed as millivolts (mV) and were 

normalised as a percentage of sEMG values achieved for the duration of lifting. Therefore, 

muscle activation was divided into two stages, the ascent and descent phases (Camara et al., 

2016). However, this mV normalisation method may not be suited to the strength-based 

modality that is the DL (Balshaw and Hunter, 2012). The exercise should be performed at a 

high lifting intensity; therefore, normalisation methods should match this by utilising the 

%MVIC approach. Allowing sEMG reports to be ratioed according to the muscle recorded at 

maximal intensity is more applicable when reporting high intensity resistance exercises. 

Further to this, due to the nature of lifting, the DL if lowered within the eccentric phase of 

lifting under control can place a high amount of mechanical stress on joint and supporting 

muscles increasing the risk of injury (Bengtsson et al., 2018). It is, therefore, not common 
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practice to do this when lifting at high intensities; loads should either be dropped or lowered 

without control. Therefore, data collection during maximal lifting paradigms should match 

this, measuring the DL during the concentric phase of lifting from LO to LC only. In addition 

to this, despite using a large sample size (21 males), Swinton et al. (2016) participants 

presented a varied age range (19-27 years) and > 1-year training experience requirement. 

Meaning both anthropometrics and training experience could have been varied in the cohort, 

with some participants having greater training experience and/ or varied anthropometrics 

presenting for variability within data (Lake et al., 2017; Lockie et al., 2017; Andersen et al., 

2018; Martin-Fuentes et al., 2020). Further to this, taller athletes commonly favour the HBD 

and, therefore, could have biased this select lift over the CDL (Lockie et al., 2017; Martin-

Fuentes et al., 2020). Despite this, Camara et al. (2016) presented similarities to previous 

kinematic reports. With load being in front of the lifter, the CDL (Hamlyn et al., 2007; Hales 

et al., 2009; Andersen et al., 2018; Korak et al., 2018; McCurdy et al., 2019) exhibits a 

greater inclination of the trunk (Swinton et al., 2011), as the knee joint acts as the primary 

lever arm during the initial LO, and then the hip joint during the KP stage, as previously 

discussed (Escamilla et al., 2002; Faigenbaum et al., 2010; Young et al., 2019; Choe et al., 

2021). These alteration in joint kinematics result in an increased tension of the hip joint for 

the CDL, and thus increased muscle activation of the supporting BF, and ES of the back (P < 

0.05; Camara et al., 2016) when compared to the HBD. However, it is still not yet knowing 

how all three styles of DL compare.  

  

A range of submaximal lifting intensity (65-85% 1 RM) is prevalent across research in all 

three styles of DL (Ebben, 2009; Chulvi-Mendrano et al., 2010; McCallister et al., 2014; 

Schoenfeld et al., 2015). Studies have presented the quadriceps (VM and RF) to exhibit the 

greatest activation in the three styles of DL (Chulvi-Mendrano et al., 2010; Nijem et al., 
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2016; Synder et al., 2017; Korak et al., 2018), followed by the gluteals and then hamstring 

(Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). This is despite the DL commonly being attributed as a hip 

extension exercise, which is indicative of posterior muscles (Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). 

Methodologies within deadlift-based research is varied, which may be the reason for this 

finding. Documentation of kinematics reports was not completed in these investigations but is 

essential for understanding muscle activation reports (Martin-Funentes et al., 2020) and 

classifying practical applications. Further research is therefore needed to validate these 

current findings when lifting submaximal. It is yet to be documented how a singular maximal 

lift (100% 1 RM) comparably differs from both a kinematics and muscle standpoint. 

 

Documentation of the DL has been measured and compared by two or more styles of DL and/ 

or in isolation against other resistance training exercises (Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). The 

novelty of research means results are vastly incomparable due to the range of both data 

collection and methodological approaches used. Studies have variably measured lifts from 

either eccentric, concentric, or a combination of both, treating each repetition as a single unit, 

and has previously shown that the concentric and eccentric phases of lifting significantly 

differ from a muscle activity standpoint (Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). Therefore, 

investigations have subdivided reports from these phases, with the concentric phase 

presenting the highest muscle activation for every single study (Chulvi-Medrano et al., 2010; 

Nijem et al., 2016; Iversen et al., 2017; McCurdy et al., 2018).  

 

2.2 The hip thrust exercise.  

 

In recent years, the hip thrust (HT) exercise has gained widespread traction among resistance 

trainers and practitioners alike (Contreras et al., 2015, 2016; Andersen et al., 2018). 
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Performed in a prone lying position (Contreras et al., 2011), the HT exercise start position 

sees the upper back situated across a bench or raised platform, with a loaded barbell placed 

across the lower abdominal, pubic region (Contreras et al., 2011). In one movement 

(Appendix 7.1.4) the load is then displaced vertically by predominant involvement of the hip 

joint and knee joint (Contreras et al., 2011, 2015). The lumbar spine does not move, and the 

knees do move, but are limited in extension due to load placement, while the hips only extend 

until they reach a neutral position in the LC (Contreras et al., 2011, 2015; Williams et al., 

2018; Appendix 7.1.11).  

 

2.2.1 Posterior chain muscle activation in the hip thrust versus the three styles of deadlift.   

 

Similarly, to the DL, the HT is used as a tool primarily to promote hip extensions to stimulate 

the posterior musculature (Contreras et al., 2015, 2016; William et al., 2018; Collazo Garcia 

et al., 2020) with an emphasis on GM development (Contreras et al., 2011, 2015, 2015; 

Delgado et al., 2019; Hammond et al., 2019; Neto et al., 2019). A drawback of the 

traditionally standing DL exercise is that tension of the joints, and the supporting musculature 

is reduced in the LC stages due to the hip and knee joints returning to an anatomically 

neutral, standing position (Escamilla et al., 2002; Andersen et al., 2018). In the HT the lifter 

is prone, combined with the load orientated vertically (Contreras et al., 2011, 2015; Williams 

et al., 2018) helping diminish this factor, whilst maximising muscle activation as the hips 

reach a neutral position, in the LC phase of the lift (Contreras et al., 2015). A singularity that 

has previously demonstrated the GM being optimally stimulated in the end portion of the lift 

(Contreras et al., 2015).  
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One drawback, that is unique to the HT, is how the load is situated across the front pelvic 

region, meaning the lifter can only bend the knee joint until the feet are in a flat-footed 

position, comfortable to exert force (Contreras et al., 2011; Camara et al., 2016; Neto et al., 

2019; Collazo Garcia et al., 2020). This provides a limitation in which the knee cannot fully 

extend (Contreras et al., 2015, 2016; Camara et al., 2016; Lake et al., 2017; Collazo Garcia et 

al., 2020), only reaching approximately a 90° extension position (Contreras et al., 2015, 

2016; Camara et al., 2016; Neto et al., 2019; Collazo Garcia et al., 2020), roughly half of that 

of the DL exercise, which can fully extend the knee into an approximate 180° locked 

standing position during the LC (Escamilla et al., 2000; Hales et al., 2009; Lake et al., 2017; 

Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). Based on a reduction in active extension and reduced joint 

ROM of the knee joint compared to any three styles of DL, it is plausible that activation of 

the supporting quadriceps musculature could be reduced.   

 

Research by Andersen et al. (2018) measured and compared muscle activity in the HBD, 

CDL and HT. During the whole ascending movement, the HT reported a 16% increase in GM 

muscle activation (P < 0.05) and 26% higher in LC when compared explicitly to the HBD 

and CDL. The CDL presented an increase in hamstring activation by 28% in the BF (P < 

0.05) when compared to the HT and HBD exercises (Andersen et al., 2018). A result 

potentially attributed to the load being lifted in front of the lifter (Hales et al., 2009) which 

could have caused the hip joint and the supporting hamstring muscles to act as the primary 

lever arm (Swinton et al., 2009; Cholewicki et al., 2019) as the barbell negotiated around the 

knee joint during KP stage (Escamilla et al., 2002; Andersen et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018; 

Andersen et al., 2019). It would have also been expected, and in line with current research, 

that the ES musculature would have also been elevated to a greater degree to counteract torso 

flexion caused by the front-loaded nature of the CDL (Edington et al., 2018). This, however, 
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was not the case with the CDL, HT, and HBD reporting similar back muscle activity, 

specifically the ES (P > 0.05; Andersen et al., 2018). Corresponding muscle reports are only 

theorised, with joint kinematic not being reported in Andersen et al. (2018) investigation. A 

strength and conditioning coach would assume the HT to be the more glute dominant 

exercise from a practical assessment, with the CDL favoured when aiming to stimulate 

hamstring adaptation.  

 

Although Andersen et al. (2018) were the first study to report how the HBD exercise 

stimulated the gluteal muscles, it is unclear why the quadriceps were not reported. Based on 

previous kinematics and muscle reports (Swinton et al., 2011; Camara et al., 2016), the HBD 

is suggested to induce high levels of quadriceps activation when compared to the alternative 

DL styles due to increased knee flexion in the start position and extension during the ascent 

(Swinton et al., 2011).  If reported in Andersen et al. (2018) investigation, they could have 

either attended or dismissed this theory. Secondly, based on an evident reduction in knee 

extension for the HT (Contreras et al., 2015, 2016; Camara et al., 2016; Neto et al., 2019; 

Collazo Garcia et al., 2020) it is still not known how the quadriceps muscles are activated 

and compare to different styles of DL. Thirdly, the SDL was not included in the 

investigation, nor was comparative joint kinematics measured for the exercises used. The 

need for comparative kinematic analysis is therefore imperative for better understanding how 

to use these exercises from both training and strength development.  

 

Electromyography methodologies used by Andersen et al. (2018) followed SENIAM 

guidelines with projected reports normalised as a percentage (%MVIC), with MVIC 

protocols completed post data collection. Upon review of sets and repetitions used within the 

investigation, a total of 32 repetitions were completed at varying intensities (30-90% 1 RM) 
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for a total of 5 sets before the 100% 1 RM was measured. With such a high set and repetition 

scheme within the warmup, combined with a maximal lift, despite implementing a suitable 

rest period (3-5 minutes), it would be assumed that fatigue would have been present during 

MVIC recordings. Therefore, presenting validity issues within %MVIC reports and, thus, 

accuracy issues within sEMG analysis. Total repetitions and set scheme are yet to be 

standardised within DL and HT research when lifting maximally, and future studies should 

aim to utilise standardised guidelines for 100% 1 RM’s testing.   

   

The scheme of lifting in Andersen et al. (2018) investigation used 100% 1 RM's, a valid 

method of reporting the DL’s. If reported, both quadriceps activation and kinematics of the 

hip and knee joint could have either validated or dismissed past research respecting to both 

lifting form and muscle activation (Cholewicki et al., 1992; McGuigan and Wilson, 1996; 

Escamilla et al., 2000; Schurr et al., 2017). Previous muscle activation reports that comprised 

multiple repetitions identified the DL to elicit comparatively higher stimulation of the 

quadriceps when compared to the posterior musculature (Chulvi-Mendrano et al., 2010; 

Nijem et al., 2016; Synder et al., 2017; Korak et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018). A surprising 

result, which Andersen et al. (2018) could confirm or disregard through a rectified 

methodology (Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). 

 

Deadlift investigations use a diversity of approaches, which used varied data collection 

settings, sEMG methodologies, and lifting intensity, creating plausibility for this finding that 

the DL exercise can stimulate the anterior muscle greater. There is a lack of justification for 

both data collection, processes, and reporting of data. The investigation has either collected 

%MVIC pre- or post-data collection, being isometric or dynamically reported, generating 

validity issues in reported data with the onset of fatigue to be presented in the post-MVIC 
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collection, allowing potentially inaccurate reports (Nijem et al., 2016; Snyder et al., 2017; 

Edington et al., 2018; Andersen et al., 2018; 2019). Dynamic testing of MVIC is also not an 

optimised approach when reporting activity from an individual muscle (Burdon et al., 2003; 

Chuang and Acker, 2019; De-Witt et al., 2018; Jaberzadeh et al., 2015). When isolating a 

singular muscle to represent a collective of muscles, a prerequisite position should be attained 

specific to that group of muscles (Burdon et al., 2003; Hermens and Freriks, 2006; Konrad et 

al., 2006). The MVIC should be completed isometrically, pre-testing to eradicate fatigue 

discrepancies and truly optimise the validity and thus reports of muscle activation (Burdon et 

al., 2003; Hermens and Freriks, 2006; Konrad et al., 2006). Likewise, a range of trials (2-3), 

time performed (3-5 seconds), and rest between these trials (15-60 seconds) are also sporadic 

and undefined in current research (Ebben, 2009; Andersen et al., 2018; McCurdy et al., 2018; 

Krings et al., 2019). 

 

Collated MVIC in current research has then been ratioed and reported in a magnitude of 

ways. Normalisation of data has been completed from the mean or peak %MVIC, Peak RMS 

values, % 1 RM, RMS mV (Escamilla et al., 2002; Ebben, 2009; Schoenfeld et al., 2015; 

Camara et al., 2016). Combine this with undefined or random marker electrode marker 

locations, make comparing results across investigations problematic (Martin-Funentes et al., 

2020). There is also an apparent lack of justification around why specific muscles were 

measured, and others were not. This theme continues for kinematic reports, with an unclear 

rationale between the analysis method, equipment used, and definitive marker placements 

(Escamilla et al., 2000, 2002; Edington et al., 2018; Andersen et al., 2018, 2019).  

 

Studies should aim to define electrode markers in line with the SENIAM guidelines to allow 

both reliability and relatability between other comparative investigations (Burdon et al., 
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2003; Hermens and Freriks, 2006; Konrad et al., 2006; Martin-Funentes et al., 2020), 

including a description of electrode size and shape, interelectrode distance, location, and 

orientation on the muscle belly in respect to fibres and tendons (Konrad et al., 2006). 

 

Preceding DL reports which have compared the popularly used CDL and SDL styles have 

been governed from both an elite lifting population and 2D methods of kinematics analysis. 

Reports from these investigations are currently accepted by strength and conditioning 

coaches and resistance trainers alike (Escamilla et al., 2002) and therefore prescribed to a 

normative population. Despite this, upon review populations and methodological approaches, 

practical application is still generally unclear. Research has aimed to rectify this by adopting 

corrective methodological approaches that can accurately and reliability report all four 

exercises; however, the three styles of DL and HT have yet to be comparatively compared in 

an independent investigation (Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). 

 

Further studies have also used a variety of sample populations, the number of participants (8-

34), age (18-34 years), and resistance training experience (6 months – 5 + years) (McAllister 

et al., 2014; Schoenfeld et al., 2015; Camara et al., 2016). Therefore, it is essential when 

reviewing the literature, the impact training population, age, height, mass, sex, and training 

status have on respective outcomes. Using a specific population could potentially make 

results and practical applications unrelatable to other populations (Escamilla et al., 2001; 

Hales et al., 2009; Cholewicki et al., 2019). Training status in respect to age, 

anthropometrics, and training age alters muscle activation due to exercise familiarity, which 

presents a modified form optimal for the lifter (Trevino et al., 2015; Gentil et al., 2017; El-

Ashker et al., 2019), and comparability unrelatable if a similar cohort of participants is used 

in another investigation (Martin-Funentes et al., 2020).  
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Most DL and HT based research included a 2–4-day rest period in-between data collection 

visits, with some even going up to a 7-day rest period (Chulvi-Medrano et al., 2010; 

Schoenfeld et al., 2015; Contreras et al., 2015; Camara et al., 2016; Andersen et al., 2018). 

To further ensure the reliability of sEMG reports, both MVIC procedures and respective data 

need to be collected in the same session (Andersen et al., 2019). Otherwise, both training and 

electrode location variability will account for unreliable reports and training application 

(McCallister et al., 2014; Iversen et al., 2017; McCurdy et al., 2018; Krings et al., 2019). 

Studies should have followed a randomised approach to avoid a potential fatigue bias 

between data collections and exercises (Konrad et al., 2005; Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). 

Following this, a suitable rest period of 2-5 minutes between lifting reps and set should be 

directly correlated to the participants RPE and nature of the exercise modality performed 

(Iversen et al., 2017; Andersen et al., 2018, Lee et al., 2018; McCurdy et al., 2018; Krings et 

al., 2019).  

 

Upon review of both current sEMG and kinematics-based literature, a plethora of approaches 

has been used within data collection methodologies. Despite some justification in 

methodological approaches and plausible, practical outcomes, the generalised consensus on 

how all four of these exercises compare remains unclear.  

 

2.3 Summary. 

 

One concern amongst current sEMG and kinematic investigations that measure any form of 

DL and HT is the apparent lack of justification in methodological data collection. 

Specifically, the number of participants used, exercise intensity, stages of lifting, participants' 
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resistance training experience, and intensity used. Studies (Escamilla et al., 2002; Andersen 

et al., 2018; Young et al., 2019; Choe et al., 2021) who report a number or individual 

exercise(s) had diverse aims and outcomes, of which methodologies reflected. Most studies 

report sEMG signals being ratioed to a dynamic perspective. Only one investigation by 

Edington et al. (2018) has used the standard method of practice for field-based research, by 

reporting superficial muscle sEMG from an MVIC protocol (Besomi et al., 2019).  

 

Many investigations have varied participant number but remained respectively similar within 

the age of the population and minimum training experience (6 months to 1 year; Escamilla et 

al., 2002; Faigenbaum et al., 2010; Myers et al., 2017; Andersen et al., 2018; Choe et al., 

2021). It is essential to understand that age and training experience differ since 

familiarisation within the exercises and movement could dramatically modify form and 

inversely change muscle activation (Trevion et al., 2015; Gentil et al., 2017; El-Ashker et al., 

2019).  

 

Previous reports, from a muscle activation perspective have also raised concerns around 

intensity used (Papagiannis et al., 2017; Stastny et al., 2017; Sanderson et al., 2019). Being 

strength training exercises, both the DL and HT should be measured using an appropriately 

high lifting intensity to accurately match the same muscle stimulation. To date, only two 

investigations have tested one or more exercises at a 100% 1 RM intensity (Wu et al., 2019; 

Choe et al., 2021), with predominant investigations reporting muscle sEMG at a submaximal 

65-85% 1 RM (Bezerra et al., 2013; McAllister et al., 2014; Schoenfeld et al., 2015; Camara 

et al., 2016).  
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Therefore, it would appear from a mechanical understanding (Contreras et al., 2011, 2015) 

and insights into muscle activation by Andersen et al. (2018) sEMG reports the HT to be the 

more glute dominant exercise, and the CDL would favour the hamstring and back. Previous 

kinematics research by Camara et al. (2016), Lake et al. (2017), and Lockie et al. (2017) 

would, however, suggest that based on increased knee flexion in LO and thus increased joint 

ROM within the ascent, the HBD would favour the quadriceps, although not measured and 

compared from a muscle standpoint to the CDL, SDL, and HT. 

 

From a 100% 1 RM load lifted perspective, when compared against the HBD and CDL, the 

HT has reported the highest total load (P < 0.05; Andersen et al., 2018). This factor is based 

on a reduced barbell displacement accredited to a reduced knee extension (Contreras et al., 

2011, 2015).  In the LC, the HT finishes with shins vertical (Contreras et al., 2011, 2015) 

approximately at 90°, whereas the DL styles must fully extend the knee into a locked, 

standing position (Brown and Abani, 1985; Granhead et al., 1987; McGuigan and Wilson, 

1996; Escamilla et al., 2000).  

 

Similarities in increased loads lifted due to a reduced barbell displacement are evidenced in 

the SDL (Escamilla et al., 2000). Despite this, to date, no comparative investigation has 

respectively compared the HT and against SDL. Nor has a complete comparative 

investigation measured how all four popularly used PC hip extension exercises compare both 

kinematically and via muscle activity. 

 

 It is also yet to be established, based on the form being changed at a 100% lifting intensity 

(Escamilla et al., 2000), how muscle activation differs at a lower 90% 1 RM percentage of 

lifting, allowing for multiple repetitions. This will provide a meaningful insight for resistant 
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trainers and strength and conditioning practitioners as it will allow for an understanding if 

and how the exercises differ in respect to muscle activation, joint kinematic, and perspective 

performance outcomes. 

 

Based on current research being pioneered from powerlifting populations or elitist lifting 

groups, combined with undefined and unreported methodologies, understanding how these 

four commonly used PC exercises differ from both a muscle and kinematic standpoint is still 

yet to be established.  
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3.0 Methods 
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3.1 Research design. 

 

A within-participant design (randomised, repeated measures) was implemented in the study. 

A statistical power analysis was performed a-priori for sample size estimation, based on data 

from Escamilla et al. (2002) (n = 13), comparing SDL to CDL. The effect size (ES) for 

vastus lateralis in this study was (d = 0.4, SDL; 48 ± 24, CDL; 40 ± 22 %MVIC), considered 

to be small using Cohen's (1988) criteria, with an alpha = .05 and power = 0.8 for a repeated 

measures ANOVA for strength and conditioning research as reported by Beck et al., (2013). 

The projected sample size needed with this effect size (G*Power 3.3, Heinrich-Heine 

Universität, Düsseldorf, Germany) was n = 12. 

 

3.1.2 COVID-19 pandemic 

 

Study design and data collection had to be managed and adapted throughout the COVID-19 

pandemic. Data collection was completed between the 2nd  (November 2020) and 3rd national 

lockdowns (January 2021), with an initial 6-month delay instated during the 1st national 

lockdown (March 2020). A comprehensive operational working risk assessment was 

completed and strictly followed by the researcher, facility, and operational staff, supporting 

safeguarding staff and participants to minimise the risk of COVID-19 virus transfer. This also 

accounted to time delays before commencement of testing, with the attachment of personal 

protective equipment (PPE) for staff members and participants. A thorough cleaning process 

was also adhered too, with safe and appropriate practices ensured when disposing of used 

PPE. The pool of selected participants was also adapted, and only one male training group 

from Oundle School was selected to participate, with year group bubbling restricting pupils 
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movements and the mixing of year group to minimise the transfer of COVID-19 virus. It is 

for this reason that females where not recruited in this study. All participants used with the 

experimental design had neither previously contracted COVID-19 virus, nor was the virus 

present during, and throughout all data collections. This was ensured with regular lateral flow 

testing. All operational staff of Oundle School and the researcher were required to complete 

regular lateral flow testing as per national working guidelines to minimise transfer of 

COVID-19 virus. 

 

3.2 Participants. 

 

Twelve participants, who fell within study criterion guidelines could participate within the 

study design. Able bodied defined by; no physical and/or mental impairment, males who 

were injury free (> 6 months) of any type, with no previous family history cardiovascular 

complications that could affect lifting at a high intensity. Participants were experienced 

within a gym setting (>1 year). They also had to be proficient at performing all four 

exercises, CDL, SDL, HBD and HT at maximal lifting intensity. Any subjects that violated 

these clauses could not participate within the investigation (exclusion criteria).  

Ten participants (four aged 17 years old: six aged 18 years old) included within the study 

design were selected from a 1st XV Rugby Union scholar athlete training group at Oundle 

School. Two participants (21 years old) where considered experienced at resistance training 

(> 3 years). Prior to commencement of the investigation, the group underwent a 5-month 

period of heavy resistance training. This ensured competency of the CDL, SDL, HBD and 

HT lifts, and enabling participants to be able to perform each exercise at a high intensity. Ten 

days prior to data collection the participant cohort were tapered by reducing lifting volume by 
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70% (Pritchard et al., 2015), to achieve a peak in lifting performance during data collection 

of the respective lifts. 

Prior to data collection an information pack was provided in the form of a Participant 

Information Sheet (Appendix 7.2), for > 18 years and < 18 years through a Parent, Guardian, 

or Carer Information Sheet (Appendix 7.3) detailing experimental methods and procedures, 

alongside all health and safety risk of operations. The investigation was approved by the 

University of Bedfordshire Research Institute’s Ethics Committee (Appendix 7.4). 

Participants > 18 years old volunteered by written consent in the form of a Participant 

Informed Consent questionnaire, with the consent given by younger participants by parents 

and/ or guardians a Child Assent Form and Parent and Guardian Informed Consent Form. 

Twelve males (age: 19 ± 2 years; height: 1.81 ± 0.81 m; body mass: 85.64 ± 10.87 kg) were 

injury-free for the previous six months, by use of a Health Screen and Physiological Testing 

Questionnaire and confirmed by a parent and/or guardians for participants under 18 years of 

age. 

 

3.2.1 Study design schematic. 

 

All visits including familiarisation, and data collection (3 visits) were completed between the 

hours of 17:00-21:00. These timings were allowed by Oundle School, as they permitted 

minimal disruption of the participants schooling.    

 

Familiarisation of testing procedures, protocols and lifts lasted between 60-80 minutes. Data 

collection was then completed 72 hours post familiarisation by two visits, lasting 
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approximately 90 minutes. Data collection was separated by at least 72hrs, to minimise 

fatigue between visits (Figure 1). 

 

All testing was completed at Oundle School Performance Gym, PE8 4 EE, in Oundle. 

Participants were required to continue regular eating habits, with no supplementation 

products of any kind (caffeine, creatine, protein, and carbohydrate drinks) taken pre- or post-

testing and during the 72hr interval between test sessions.  

  

The participants were all considered trained (> 1 year gym experience) and were experienced 

in all four lifts; CDL, SDL, HBD, and HT weekly, and experienced in performing all the 

exercises at 100% 1 RM intensity. Appropriate gym clothing was worn, with each lift being 

conducted barefoot without socks to standardise lifting conditions between participants, and 
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increase load lifted variable, due to a reduction in vertical barbell displacement when lifting 

barefoot (Valenzuela et al., 2021). Lifting belts, lifting suits, and knee wraps were not 

permitted. 

 

3.2.2 Safeguarding of participants.  

 

Methods included essential safeguarding measures to ensure protection of the 10 participants 

selected from Oundle School. The researcher held a Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) 

certificate and was also trained in all safeguarding procedures and protocols required by the 

school. A detailed participant information sheet, Child Assent Form and Parent and Guardian 

Informed Consent Form were completed before experimental design to ensure both the 

parents and participants understood, and where consenting to participate within the 

experiment. Due to testing requiring shaving and cleaning of electrode sites and being at a 

maximal intensity, a Oundle School staff member was also present (DBS certified and 

safeguarding trained under Oundle School) ensuring safe practices and workings when with 

the participants. 

 

3.3 Data collection. 

 

3.3.1  Familiarisation. 

 

Familiarisation of testing procedures lasted between 60-90 minutes and was completed by 

participants 72 hrs before the first data collection to allow examination of technical 

competency of the SDL, CDL, HBL, and HT. Electromyography was also set up for the 

performance of each lift. No participants were excluded from experimental design as all 
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presented and matched correct lifting form for the three styles of the deadlift and HT. Lifting 

form was judged in accordance with the inclusion criteria by the American Drug-Free 

Powerlifting Federation Guidelines (2016) for the DL styles, and for the HT by Contreras et 

al. (2011). Participants demonstrated the ability to preserve a neutral spine position, 

appropriate bracing of the trunk, no presence of knee valgus or varus, and no presence of 

abnormal joint movement throughout the whole duration of the lift. Lifting form was  

assessed by the researcher, a Level 3 Personal Trainer coach, and participants then continued 

into experimental design.  

 

Due to testing being a maximal perceived exertion level of 100% 1 RM resting blood 

pressure (BP) was taken on arrival pre-data collection by using a Blood Pressure Monitor 

(Omron, M5-I, Cranlea).  This ensured BP ranges exhibited a normal range  (< 140 systolic / 

90 diastolic), allowing the commencement of testing. If participants exhibited a BP reading 

which was higher, participants would have been excluded from testing and referred to a 

health professional. 

 

3.3.2 Warm-up protocol. 

 

A 10-minute steady cadence intensity 6 at 80 Watts on a Watt Bike (Watt Bike, Pro, 

Cranelea) was followed by lower body mobilisation: lunge with t-spine (4 repetitions (reps) 

each side, 3 sets, Appendix 7.5.1), bodyweight squat t-spine (4 reps each side, 3 sets, 

Appendix 7.5.2), ankle lunges on the box (4 reps each side, 3 sets, Appendix 7.5.3) and 

lateral banded walk (5 steps each leg, 3 sets, Appendix 7.5.4). Upon completion, participants 

continued into the selected exercise for that session, chosen through an online randomiser. 
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3.3.3 Muscle activity. 

 

The electromyographic analysis quantified muscle activation for the ES, GM, BF, 

Semitendinosus (ST), Rectus Femoris (RF), and Vastus Medialis (VM). Analysis was 

conducted on the dominant side of each participant (defined as the participants writing hand), 

using Biometrics analogue and Bluetooth sEMG system (Biometrics Ltd, Cwmfelinfach, 

Gwent, Wales, UK). Before applying sEMG electrodes, all corresponding sites were first 

shaved and cleaned with an alcohol wipe, optimising electrode skin contact and minimising 

artefact interference (< 55 kΩ). An earth electrode was attached to the dominant leg to the 

lateral malleolus with an R206 Earthing Strap. Electrodes were attached with T350 Adhesive 

Pads following the guidance of Hermens and Freriks, (2006). With the muscle under 

contraction, electrodes were placed in pairs with a 2 cm spacing along the longitudinal axis of 

the muscle belly, parallel to the superficial fibres. Surface sEMG pre-amplified (1k) SX230 

electrodes with a 1,000 Hz sampling frequency, 3 V channel sensitivity were attached 

directly via a USB port into an eight-ordered elliptical DLK900 Datalink filter (550 Hz) with 

muscle activity directly measured using analogue inputs by a PC using Datalink Software. 

Raw wave form amplitude sEMG was rectified and exported to Excel (Microsoft 365 Excel 

Version 2021) as RMS (root, mean, and squared using the below formula), with 𝑛 

representing the number of measurements and 𝑥𝑖 representing each value. 
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For each muscle examined, muscle activity was then normalised as a percentage of maximal 

voluntary isometric contraction (%MVIC; Burdon et al., 2003), attained before each data 

collection session for each individual muscle.  

The participants firstly performed an isolated muscle MVIC for the selected musculature 

against an immovable object. In a seated 70o knee extension position for the quadriceps 

musculature, RF and VM, participants actively extended the leg (Figure 2; Mathur et al., 

2005; Alkner et al., 2000). In the hamstrings musculature, BF, and ST, a 70o knee flexion 

was required, with participants flexing against an immovable object (Figure 3; Mohammed et 

al., 2002). The 70o extension and flexion joint angles were measured by the same researcher 

and standardised between participants using a universal goniometer (Figure 2 and 3).  

 

Participants voluntarily performed a maximal isometric contraction for the GM, participants 

lay prone with leg extended, knee slightly flexed with a standardised hip flexion angle of 20o 
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(Figure 4). With a pad placed on the calf, they actively extended their leg in an upwards 

motion (Contreras et al., 2015). 

 

For the ES, a Roman chair was used (Figure 5).  
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With 45o of hip flexion, a pad was placed across the middle of the upper back, thoracic area. 

With the trunk parallel to the ground, participants actively extended their hip and trunk 

simultaneously (Figure 4; Bivia-Roig et al., 2019).  

All MVIC where performed for 5 s and repeated three times. For each trial participants were 

instructed to push of pull against the immovable object as ‘hard as possible’, a prescribed rest 

period of 2-5 minutes was then given by feedback RPE. Lifting of 100% 1 RM and 90% 1 

RM lifting was separated by a 30-minute rest period to minimise fatigue. During rest periods, 

participants were instructed to sit on a chair and to not eat any foods but were allowed to 

drink water.  

Deadlift protocols were standardised between participants by using universal weightlifting 

straps and a pronated overhand grip for the CDL, SDL, and HT, and neutral grip for the 

HBD. Foot position and knee angle were not standardised for the HT exercise; however, 

participants' completion of the lift was determined by a 180o  hip extension angle. All 

participants where experienced at lifting barefoot and using weightlifting straps. 

3.3.4 Kinematic analysis. 

To measure hip and knee joint angles (°) Electro Goniometers (SG Series Goniometer) were 

synchronised in conjunction with sEMG via J1000 lead and directly ported into DLK900 

Datalink Filter. Before application, corresponding sites for goniometer placement were 

prepared by shaving and swabbed with an alcohol wipe, optimising goniometer attachment 

by facilitating good skin contact. SG series goniometers were attached by T350 Adhesive 

Pads, lateral, on participants’ non-dominant side in guidance of Konrad et al. (2006). For 

reporting knee joint kinematics electro goniometers were attached to the distal femur and 

proximal fibula, and for the hip joint, electro goniometers were attached to the proximal 
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femur, and anterolateral aspect of the 11th rib. While participants stood in the anatomical 

position, goniometers were standardised by measuring 4 cm proximal and distal from the 

lateral epicondyle for the knee and 4 cm distal at the greater trochanter for the hip (Hermens 

and Freriks, 2006). Kinematic data were all sampled at 200 Hz with a pre-set 2000 mV 

excitation output. 

 

3.3.5 Deadlift and hip thrust lifting technique. 

 

All testing was performed on a weightlifting platform using a 20 kg weightlifting barbell for 

the CDL, SDL, and HT, and hex bar (25 kg) for the HBD, loaded using weightlifting weight 

plates (Eleiko, Halmstad, Sweden). For the CDL (Figure 6 a), SDL (Figure 6 c), and HBD 

(Figure 6 e), the weight started with load resting on the floor (start position).  In one 

movement, participants were then instructed to lift the barbell through a simultaneous hip and 

knee extension while preserving a neutral spine, flat back position. This lift was completed in 

the finish position for the CDL (Figure 6 b), SDL (Figure 6 d), and HBD (Figure 6 f) DL 

styles when the hip and knee reached an anatomical neutral standing position (approximately 

180°). The main variation between the HBD and the other deadlift styles is how load is 

situated. The CDL and SDL are performed with a load positioned in front of participants. The 

HBD is performed by participants stepping inside the hex bar, and lifted with arms alongside 

legs, in an upright position (Figure 6 e). 

 

The HT start position (Figure 6 g) was in a seated position, with the upper back resting on an 

immovable sandbag (height 45 cm). The barbell was positioned in the pelvic crease, slightly 

above the pubis area (Contreras and Schoenfeld, 2011). The participants were then instructed 

to thrust the barbell upwards forcefully through a hip extension action while ensuring the 
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preservation of the neutral spine (Figure 6 h). The lift was completed when hip extension 

reached approximately 180o. In all deadlift styles, participants were instructed not to lower 

the weight in a controlled manner, allowing them to drop the weight from the end position. 

For the HT participants were instructed to descend under control from the end position, as the 

bar returned to the floor.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.3.6 Standardisation of measurements between participants. 

Two lift selections per data collection visit where chosen through an online randomiser. 

Loading of the selected lifts complied with the National Strength and Conditioning 

Association’s guidelines for a lower-body 1 RM maximum testing protocol (Barnes and 

Plisk, 2002). Percentage 1 RM (% 1 RM) was based on participants' perceived effort, being 
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collected verbally after each lift. Feedback RPE was used for determining rest periods with 

CR-10 Borg scaled to % 1 RM lifted, with CR-10 equalling 100% 1 RM. With calculated rest 

periods: < 5 RPE, 1-2 minutes; 5-8 RPE 2-5 minutes; > 8 RPE 5 minutes.  

For 100% 1 RM testing, the first set allowed comfortable completion of 5-10 repetitions, at a 

perceived 50% 1 RM, with subsequent rest intervals prescribed of RPE given. Set 2; 80% 1 

RM of 3 repetitions. The participants then continued adding additional loads of 5-10% 

perceived 1 RM, completing only 1 repetition, with 100% 1 RM achieved within 3-7 total 

sets. Participants then rested for 30 minutes and where instructed to sit on a chair placed in 

Oundle Gym and allowed to use their mobile phones and drink water if required. Participants 

could only leave the gym if they required the toilet.  

Participants then re-warmed up which took no longer than 20 minutes, following the same 

protocol. The first set allowed comfortable completion of 5-10 repetitions, at a calculated 

50% 1 RM with subsequent rest intervals prescribed of RPE given. Set 2; 80% 1 RM of 3 

repetitions. The third set then recorded the 90% 1RM for three repetitions, with 90% 1 RM 

calculated from the 100% 1 RM lifted.  Participants then rested for 30 minutes, and once an 

RPE of < 3 was attained they began to re-warm up, following the same 100% 1 RM and 90% 

1 RM protocol for another randomised lift choice.  

Testing was supervised by the researcher, a Register of Exercise Professional (REPS) Level 3 

Personal Trainer. All testing was occupied by an additional Oundle School staff member to 

ensure safeguarding of participants. 

3.3.7 Cooldown protocol. 
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A cooldown was completed after data collection, a 10-minute cycle on a Watt Bike (Watt 

Bike, Pro, Cranelea) resistance 6 for 80 Watts. Non-developmental static stretches followed 

for the upper body (Appendix 7.5.5), hamstrings (Appendix 7.5.6), gluteals (Appendix 7.5.7), 

quadriceps (Appendix 7.5.8), and upper back (Appendix 7.5.9), were completed to minimise 

muscle soreness and fatigue into following data collections. All stretches were held for 10 s 

for a total of 2 sets for each muscle group.  

3.4 Data analysis.  

3.4.1 Data analysis of muscle and kinematic variables. 

Collated sEMG muscle activity for the ES, GM, BF, ST, RF, and VM for all four lifts (CDL, 

SDL, HBD, and HT) at both lifting intensities (peak RMS of one repetition for 100% 1 RM 

and peak sEMG analysed for one repetition only at 90% 1 RM) was exported as RMS values 

and compared as a % of the maximum voluntary isometric values attained pre-data 

collection. These values are then presented as %MVIC.  

Joint kinematics were reported, with peak joint flexion calculated by participants adopting the 

start position for each respective lift. Joint ROM was then calculated by peak flexion in the 

start position subtracted from peak extension during the finish position. This was calculated 

for the hip and knee joints for all four lifts (CDL, SDL, HBD, and HT) at both lifting 

intensities (100% 1 RM and 90% 1 RM). 

Peak load lifted was recorded for all four lifts (CDL, SDL, HBD, and HT) at both lifting 

intensities (100% 1 RM and 90% 1 RM). 

3.4.2 Statistical analysis.  
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Statistical analysis was completed using IBM SPSS: Statistical Package for Social Science, 

version 26 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). Statistical assumptions and data normality was ensured 

using Q-Q plots for all data condition. Central tendency and dispersion were reported as 

means ± standard deviation (SD) for all data. The reliability and repeatability of lifting was 

calculated by comparing the Coefficient of Variance (CoV) of the three repetitions completed 

at 90% 1 RM respectively for each exercise discipline (Table 3). A reliability score of  < 15% 

was accepted (Field et al., 2013). 

 

A 4 (CDL, SDL, HBD, HT) x 2 (100% 1 RM, 90% 1 RM) ANOVA (repeated measures) 

measuring muscle activity of a singular muscle or kinematic variables was used.  Bonferroni, 

Post-hoc, with an alpha level of P < 0.05 was used for all statistical analysis to identify any 

significant change between condition(s) and for experimental variables (Field et al., 2013); 

normalised muscle activity (%MVIC), peak joint flexion (goniometers), joint range of 

motion, and load lifted. The magnitude of difference (Cohens d) was also calculated by effect 

sizes and reported; 0.2- 0.49, 0.5 – 0.69, and > 0.7 represented small, medium, and large 

thresholds for effect sizes, respectively (Cohens, 1992). 
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4.0 Results 
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4.1 Comparison of loads lifted.  

 

4.1.1 Peak load lifted for lifts at 100% 1 RM and 90% 1 RM intensity. 

 

Figure 7 shows a comparison of load lifted between CDL, SDL, HBD, and HT during both 

90% 1 RM and 100% 1 RM lifting.  

 

Figure 7. Means (± SD)  Peak load lifted during 100% 1 RM and 90% 1 RM lifting for the Conventional 

Deadlift (CDL), Sumo Deadlift (SDL), Hex Bar Deadlift (HBD), and Hip Thrust (HT) (n =12). 

* Denotes a significant difference (P < 0.05) in load between the HT and CDL for 90% 1 RM lifts 

# Denotes a significant difference (P < 0.05) in load between the HT and CDL for 100% 1 RM lifts 

 

Load lifted ANOVA presented a significant main effect for all four lifts (F = 4.833 P = 0.01), 

Bonferroni pairwise comparisons showed the following interactions. When the different lifts 

were compared the only significant pattern of response was the HT lifted a significantly 

higher load by 10% in 100% 1RM (P = 0.05, 172.00 ± 6.50 kg, d = 2.3) and 90% 1RM (P = 
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0.03, 154.30 ± 8.03 kg d = 2.3), with a large effect size compared to the CDL respectively 

(151.62 ± 7.43 kg, 136.46 ± 6.69 kg; Figure 7).  

 

At 100% 1 RM the HBD (156.30 ± 6.37 kg) lifted a 3% greater load, with a medium effect 

size (d = 0.6), and 2% greater load, with a medium effect size (d = 0.5) respectively 

compared to the CDL (P = 1.00, 151.62 ± 7.43 kg) and SDL lifts (P = 1.00, 153.12 ± 6.69 

kg) although not significant. For 90% 1 RM the HBD (140.67 ± 5.74 kg) lifted a 3% greater 

load, with a medium effect size (d = 0.6), and 2% greater load, with a medium effect size (d = 

0.5) respectively compared to the CDL (P = 1.00, 136.46 ± 6.69 kg) and SDL lifts (P = 1.00, 

137.81 ± 6.02 kg) although not significant.  

 

4.2 Comparison of muscle activity across exercises. 

4.2.1 Combined lifts muscle activity comparing both intensities. 

 

Table 1 shows a combined individual muscle activity of all lifts for both 100% 1 RM and 90% 1 RM 

lifting intensity. 

Table 1. Mean (± SD) muscle activity for all lifts during 90% 1 RM and 100% 1 RM intensity (n = 

12). 

  Intensity 
 100% 1 RM 90% 1 RM 

Erector spinae (%MVIC) 117.63 ± 11.43 123.48 ± 10.83 

Gluteus maximus (%MVIC) 129.14 ± 6.87* 142.46 ± 11.49* 

Biceps femoris (%MVIC) 99.64 ± 2.97** 102.61 ± 61** 

Semitendinosus (%MVIC) 127.03 ± 6.87*** 143.28 ± 10.90*** 

Rectus femoris (%MVIC) 63.39 ± 4.86 73.00 ± 6.59 

Vastus medialis (%MVIC) 149.09 ± 13.57 153.82 ± 15.19 

Means (± SD)  Normalised sEMG; MVIC. 

* Denotes a significant difference in GM activation for 90% 1 RM compared to 100% 1 RM (P < 0.05). 

** Significant difference in BF activation for 90% 1 RM compared to 100% 1 RM (P < 0.05). 

*** Significant difference in ST activation for 90% 1 RM compared to 100% 1 RM (P < 0.05). 
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When the muscle activity were combined for both 100% 1 RM and 90% 1 RM lifting 

intensities, Bonferroni pairwise comparisons showed no significant difference observed for 

ES muscle activity in all four lifts (F = 1.951, P = 0.200), however ANOVA main effect 

presented the following interactions. There was a 5% greater ES muscle activity, with a small 

effect size in the 90% 1 RM lift compared to the 100% 1 RM lift (118% vs 123%) this 

difference however was not significant (P = 0.2, d = 0.4).  

 

There was a significant difference observed for GM muscle activity (F = 5.519, P = 0.04), 

presenting the only significant pattern of response was a 10% difference, with a large effect 

size in the 90% 1 RM vs the 100% 1 RM (P = 0.04, d = 1.5, 129% vs 142%). There was a 

significant difference observed for BF muscle activity (F = 5.429, P = 0.04), presenting a 3% 

greater muscle activation, with a large effect size for the 90% 1 RM vs the 100% 1 RM (P = 

0.04, d = 1.0, 102% vs 99%).  

 

There was a significant difference observed for ST muscle activity (F = 8.154, P = 0.02), 

presenting ST muscle activation significantly higher by a 16%, with a large effect size in the 

90% 1 RM vs the 100% 1 RM (P = 0.02, d = 2.4, 143% vs 127%). There was no significant 

difference observed for RF muscle activity (F = 1.422, P = 0.26), presenting a 16% higher 

activation, with a large effect size in the 90% 1 RM vs the 100% 1 RM (73% vs 63%) 

however this difference was not significant (P = 0.26, d = 2.0).  

 

There was no significant main effect observed for VM muscle activity (F = 0.815, P = 0.39), 

however there was a 4% greater activation, with a small effect size in the 90% 1 RM vs the 

100% 1 RM (153% vs 149%), however this difference was not significant (P = 0.39, d = 0.3). 
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4.2.2 Erector spinae muscle activity for all four lifts compared across intensities.  

 

Figure 8a shows a comparison of ES muscle activity for all lifts during both 90% 1 RM and 

100% 1 RM lifting.  

 

Figure 8a. Means (± SD)  Erector spinae normalised to %MVIC during 100% 1 RM and 90% 1 RM lifting for 

the Conventional Deadlift (CDL), Sumo Deadlift (SDL), Hex Bar Deadlift (HBD), and Hip Thrust (HT) (n 

=12). 

* Significant difference between HBD and HT for 90% 1 RM lifting (P < 0.05). 

 

 

Erector spinae muscle activity presented no significant ANOVA main effect (F = 0.387, P = 

0.76) when all four lift types were compared, however, Bonferroni pairwise comparisons 

showed the following interactions. At 100% 1 RM intensity, the HBD had 35% and 31% 

higher activity compared to the SDL (142% vs 108%) and CDL (112% vs 108%), the HBD 

had 36% greater ES activity compared to the HT (107%), these large differences were not 

significant, but presented large effect sizes (P = 0.08, d = 3.4,  P = 0.24, d = 0.8, P = 0.05, d 

= 2.9; Figure 8a). At 90% 1 RM intensity, the only significant difference found was HBD 
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having 40% greater ES activity, with a large effect size compared to the HT exercise (P = 

0.03, d = 3.1, 149% vs 109%; Figure 7a). All other ES activity across lifts and intensities 

presented no significant differences. 

 

4.2.3 Gluteus maximus muscle activity for all four lifts compared across intensities. 

Figure 8b shows a comparison of GM muscle activity for all lifts during both 90% 1 RM and 

100% 1 RM lifting 

Figure 8b. Means (± SD)  Gluteus maximus normalised to %MVIC during  100% 1 RM and 90% 1 RM lifting 

for the Conventional Deadlift (CDL), Sumo Deadlift (SDL), Hex Bar Deadlift (HBD), and Hip Thrust (HT) (n 

=12). 

* Significant difference between 90% 1 RM and 100% 1 RM lifting (P < 0.05). 

 

 

Gluteus maximus muscle activity presented no significant ANOVA main effect (F = 0.378, P 

= 0.76) when all four lift types were compared, however, Bonferroni pairwise comparisons 

show the following interactions. When lifts were compared at 90% 1RM and 100% 1RM the 

only significant pattern of response was in the SDL showing a 16% greater muscle activity, 

with a large effect size in 90% 1RM vs the 100% 1 RM (P = 0.03, d =1.6, 133% vs 117%; 

Figure 8b). At 100% 1 RM intensity, the HBD had a 9%, 21%, 14% higher activity, with 
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large effect sizes for the GM when compared to the CDL (P = 1.00, d = 2.2, 142% vs 130%), 

SDL (P = 1.00, d = 2.5, 142% vs 117%) and HT (P = 1.00, d = 1.7, 142% vs 125%) 

respectively, although not significant. At 90% 1 RM although not significant, the HBD had a 

14%, 16%, 9% higher activity, with large effect sizes for the GM when respectively 

compared to the CDL (P = 1.00, d = 1.4, 155% vs 136%), SDL (P = 1.00, d = 1.8, 155% vs 

136%) and HT (P = 1.00, d = 0.8, 155% vs 143%). All other GM activity differences across 

lifts and intensities presented no significant differences. 

 

4.2.4 Biceps femoris muscle activity for all four lifts compared across intensities. 

 

Figure 8c shows a comparison of BF muscle activity for all lifts during both 90% 1 RM and 

100% 1 RM lifting. 

 

Figure 8c. Means (± SD)  Biceps Femoris normalised to %MVIC during 100% 1 RM and 90% 1 RM lifting for 

the Conventional Deadlift (CDL), Sumo Deadlift (SDL), Hex Bar Deadlift (HBD), and Hip Thrust (HT) (n 

=12). 

* Significant difference between 90% 1 RM and 100% 1 RM lifting (P < 0.05). 
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Biceps femoris muscle activity presented no significant ANOVA main effect (F = 2.586, P = 

0.07) when all four lift types were compared, however, Bonferroni pairwise comparisons 

show the following interactions. When the same lifts were compared at 90% 1RM and 100% 

1RM the only significant pattern of response was in the CDL showing a 3% higher activity, 

with a large effect size in 90% 1RM vs the 100% 1 RM (P = 0.03, d = 2.2; Figure 8c). At 

100% 1 RM intensity, the CDL had a 6%, 6%, 7% higher activity, with respectively small 

and large effect sizes for the BF when compared to the SDL (P = 0.60, d = 0.4), HBD (P = 

1.00, d = 1.0) and HT (P = 1.00, d  = 1.3), although not significant. At 90% 1 RM intensity, 

the CDL had a 2%, 10%, 9% higher muscle activity, with large effect sizes for the BF when 

respectively compared to the SDL (P =1.00, d = 1.0), HBD (P = 0.20, d = 1.8) and HT (P = 

0.87, d = 1.9), however these large differences where not significant. All other BF activity 

differences across lifts and intensities presented no significant differences. 

 

4.2.5 Semitendinosus muscle activity for all four lifts compared across intensities. 
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Figure 8d shows a comparison of ST muscle activity for all lifts during both 90% 1 RM and 

100% 1 RM lifting. 

 

Figure 8d. Means (± SD) Semitendinosus normalised to %MVIC during 100% 1 RM and 90% 1 RM lifting for 

the Conventional Deadlift (CDL), Sumo Deadlift (SDL), Hex Bar Deadlift (HBD), and Hip Thrust (HT) (n 

=12). 

* Significant difference between 90% 1 RM and 100% 1 RM lifting (P < 0.05). 

 

Semitendinosus muscle activity presented no significant ANOVA main effect (F = 1.108, P = 

0.36) when all four lift types were compared, however, Bonferroni pairwise comparisons 

show the following interactions. When the same lift was compared at 90% 1 RM and 100% 1 

RM the only significant pattern of response was in the HBD showing a 33% greater muscle 

activity, with a large effect size in 90% 1 RM vs the 100% 1 RM (P = 0.04, d = 3.8; Figure 

8d). At 100% 1 RM intensity, the CDL had a 16%, 12%, and 5% higher activity, with large, 

medium, and small effect sizes for the ST when compared to the SDL (P = 0.33, d = 0.8), 

HBD (P = 1.00, d = 0.5) and HT (P = 1.00, d = 0.2) respectively, although not significant. At 

90% 1 RM intensity, the HBD had a 18%, 10%, and 8% higher activity, with large, medium, 
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and small effect sizes for the ST when compared to the SDL (P = 1.00, d = 0.8), CDL (P = 

1.00, d = 0.5) and HT (P = 1.00, d = 0.2) respectively, however these large differences where 

not significant. All other ST activity differences across lifts and intensities presented no 

significant differences. 

 

4.2.6 Rectus femoris muscle activity for all four lifts compared across intensities. 

 

Figure 8e shows a comparison of RF muscle activity for all lifts during both 90% 1 RM and 

100% 1 RM lifting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8e. Means (± SD)  Rectus Femoris normalised to %MVIC during 100% 1 RM and 90% 1 RM lifting for 

the Conventional Deadlift (CDL), Sumo Deadlift (SDL), Hex Bar Deadlift (HBD), and Hip Thrust (HT) (n 

=12). 

* Denotes P < 0.05 significant difference in HBD RF activation for 100% 1 RM lifting compared to the HT. 

** Significant difference P < 0.05 in HBD, CDL and SDL RF activation for 90% 1 RM lifting compared to the 

HT. 
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Rectus femoris muscle activity presented no significant ANOVA main effect (F = 1.995, P = 

0.142) when all four lift types were compared, however, Bonferroni pairwise comparisons 

show the following interactions. At 100% 1 RM intensity, the HBD activation was 

significantly higher by 59%, with a large effect size compared to the HT (P = 0.06, d = 2.2; 

Figure 8e). At 100% 1 RM intensity, the HBD had a 31% and 48% higher activity, with 

respectively large and large effect sizes for the RF when compared to the CDL (P = 0.79, d = 

0.9) and SDL (P = 1.00, d = 0.7), although not significant. Although not significant for 100% 

1 RM the CDL (P = 0.16, d = 1.3) and SDL (P = 0.74, d =1.1) had a 35%, and 29% higher 

muscle activity, with large effect sizes for the RF when compared to the HT, respectively. At 

90% 1 RM intensity, there was a significant pattern of response for HBD, CDL, and SDL, 

presenting a significantly higher RF activation by 98% (P = 0.01, d = 32.7), 65% (P = 0.01, d 

= 21.6), and 44% (P = 0.01, d = 14.7) with large effect sizes, when compared to the HT 

(119%, 86%, 65%, vs 21%; Figure 8e). At 90% 1 RM intensity, the HBD had a 39% and 

84% higher activity, with respectively large and large effect sizes for the RF when compared 

to the CDL (P = 1.00, d = 0.7) and SDL (P = 0.13, d = 1.8), although not significant. All 

other  differences in RF muscle activity across lifts and intensities presented no significant 

differences. 

 

4.2.7 Vastus medialis muscle activity for all four lifts compared across intensities. 

 

Figure 8f shows a comparison of VM muscle activity for all lifts during both 90% 1 RM and 

100% 1 RM lifting. 
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Figure 8f. Means (± SD)  Vastus Medialis normalised to %MVIC during 100% 1 RM and 90% 1 RM lifting for 

the Conventional Deadlift (CDL), Sumo Deadlift (SDL), Hex Bar Deadlift (HBD), and Hip Thrust (HT) (n 

=12). 

* Denotes P < 0.05 significant difference in HBD VM activation for 100% 1 RM lifting compared to the HT. 

# Significant difference P < 0.05 in HBD VM activation for 90% 1 RM lifting compared to the HT 

 

 

Vastus medialis muscle activity presented no significant ANOVA main effect (F = 1.012, P = 

0.40) when all four lift types were compared, however, Bonferroni pairwise comparisons 

show the following interactions. At 100% 1 RM intensity, the HBD activation was 

significantly higher by 102%, with a large effect size compared to the HT (P = 0.01, d = 7.8, 

203% vs 101%; Figure 8f). At 100% 1 RM intensity, the HBD had a 22% and 63% higher 

activity, with respectively medium and large effect sizes for the VM when compared to the 

CDL (P = 1.00, d = 0.5) and SDL (P = 0.14, d = 0.7), although not significant. Although not 

significant for 100% 1 RM the CDL (P = 0.14, d =1.6) and SDL (P = 1.00, d = 0.5) had a 

65%, and 23% higher muscle activity of the VM, with large and medium effect sizes when 
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compared to the HT (166%, 124% vs 101%). At 90% 1 RM intensity, there was a significant 

pattern of response HBD presenting a significantly higher VM activation by 127%, with a 

large effect size (P = 0.01, d = 2.3) compared to the HT (229% vs 102%; Figure 8f). At 90% 

1 RM intensity, the HBD had a 57% and 69% higher activity, with respectively large and 

large effect sizes for the VM when compared to the CDL (P = 0.53, d = 1.5) and SDL (P = 

0.38, d = 1.5), although not significant. The CDL and SDL was also 43% (P = 0.95, d = 0.8) 

and 33% (P = 1.00, d = 0.6) greater in VM muscle activity, with large and medium effect 

sizes compared to the HT, although not significant. All other VM activity differences across 

lifts and intensities presented no significant differences. 

 

4.3 Hip and knee joint angular kinematics. 

 

Table 2 shows hip and knee joint kinematics for all lifts at both 90% 1 RM and 100% 1 RM and combined lifting. 

 

Table 2. Means (± SD) hip and knee joint angular kinematics for 90% 1 RM and 100% 1 RM intensity (n = 12). 

  Lifts 

  CDL SDL HBD HT 

Hip Joint PJF (◦)         
90% 1 RM 79.84 ± 11.74 85.72 ± 12.16 73.50 ± 12.33* 47.36 ± 7.42* 

100% 1 RM 73.65 ± 12.69 72.54 ± 9.40 67.59 ± 10.12 45.93 ± 6.55 

Hip Joint ROM (◦)     
90% 1 RM 93.12 ± 11.71 90.73 ± 11.53 95.62 ± 12.51* 125.82 ± 7.91* 

100% 1 RM 99.70 ± 12.63 101.34 ± 8.79 103.03 ± 9.47 128.46 ± 6.69 

Knee Joint PJF (◦)     
90% 1 RM 70.86 ± 3.19 62.79 ± 6.20 60.80 ± 7.20* 76.22 ± 10.75* 

100% 1 RM 69.89 ± 3.41 67.37 ± 2.43 59.76 ± 7.22* 76.12 ± 8.06* 

Knee Joint ROM (◦)     
90% 1 RM 109.42 ± 4.73** 112.38 ± 3.55# 109.50 ± 3.77* 86.53 ± 4.57* ** # 

100% 1 RM 115.61 ± 2.97 115.71 ± 3.07 115.32 ± 6.72* 97.35 ± 5.87* 

Means (± SD)  Hip joint PJF; Hip joint peak joint flexion, Hip joint ROM; Hip joint range of motion, Knee joint PJF; Knee joint peak 

joint flexion, CDL; Conventional Deadlift, SDL; Sumo Deadlift, HBD; Hex Bar Deadlift, HT; Hip Thrust. 

* Denotes significant difference between HT and HBD (P < 0.05) 

** Significant difference between CDL and HT (P < 0.05) 

# Significant difference between SDL and HT (P < 0.05) 
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Lifts were compared against each other at both 100% 1 RM and 90% 1 RM intensity (Table 

2). A significant ANOVA main effect observed for hip PJF (F = 3.601, P = 0.02) at 100% 1 

RM intensity, Bonferroni pairwise comparisons showed the following interactions. At 100% 

1 RM intensity, hip PJF was reduced by 28°, 27° and 22° in the CDL (P = 0.37, d = 4.2), 

SDL (P = 0.23, d = 4.1) and HBD (P = 0.64, d = 3.3), with large effect sizes when 

respectively compared to the HT. At 90% 1 RM intensity, there was a significant pattern of 

response with the HT presenting a significantly greater hip PJF by 26°, with a large effect 

size (P = 0.02, d = 3.5) compared to the HBD (Table 2). The CDL and SDL was also 43% (P 

= 0.95, d = 0.8) and 33% (P = 1.00, d = 0.6) reduced, with large and medium effect sizes 

when compared to the HT, although not significant. All other hip joint PJF differences across 

lifts and intensities presented no significant differences. 

 

There was no significant ANOVA main effect observed for hip ROM (F = 0.188, P = 0.74), 

however, Bonferroni pairwise comparisons showed the following interactions. When 

different lifts were compared at 100% 1 RM intensity, hip ROM for the HT was higher by 

29°, 27°, and 25°, with large effect sizes in the CDL (P = 0.44, d = 4.3), SDL (P = 0.33, d = 

4.1) and HBD (P = 0.08, d = 3.8) when respectively compared to the HT, although not 

significant. At 90% 1 RM intensity the HT significantly extended the hip joint through a 

greater ROM by 30°, with a large effect size compared to the HBD (P = 0.03, d = 3.8; Table 

2). All other hip joint ROM differences across lifts and intensities presented no significant 

differences. 

 

There was no significant ANOVA main effect observed for knee PJF (F = 0.390, P = 0.76), 

however, Bonferroni pairwise comparisons showed the following interactions. When 
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different lifts were compared at 100% 1 RM intensity knee PJF for the HBD was 

significantly more flexed by 20°, with a large effect size compared to the HT (P = 0.05, d = 

2.3; Table 2). At 90% 1 RM intensity, knee PJF for the HBD was significantly more flexed 

by 16°, with a large effect size compared to the HT (P = 0.03, d = 2.1; Table 2). All other 

knee joint PJF differences across lifts and intensities presented no significant differences. 

 

There was no significant ANOVA main effect observed for knee ROM (F = 0.482, P = 0.69), 

however, Bonferroni pairwise comparisons showed the following interactions. When 

different lifts were compared at 100% 1 RM intensity knee ROM for the HBD was 

significantly higher by 23°, with a large effect size compared to the HT (P = 0.01, d = 3.6; 

Table 2). At 90% 1 RM intensity, there was a significant pattern of response with the CDL (P 

= 0.01, d = 5.8), SDL (P = 0.01, d = 6.5) and HBD (P = 0.01, d = 5.8) presenting a 

significantly greater knee ROM by 10°,8°, and 17°, with large effect sizes when compared to 

the HT (Table 2). All other hip joint ROM differences across lifts and intensities presented no 

significant differences. 

 

4.4 Variable reliability for each lift for 90% 1 RM lifting. 

 

Table 3 shows muscle activity and angular joint kinematic reliability data for each lift during 

three repetitions completed at 90% 1 RM lifting. 
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Table 3. Reliability data (CV%) of each variable analysed for the four conditions. Data is presented as the 

mean CV% for the group, with the range of individual participant CV% values. 

  Lifts 

  CDL CV% SDL CV% HBD CV% HT CV% 

%MVIC         

Erector spinae 8.8 11.5 13.9 19.9 

Gluteus maximus 9.1 7.6 12.8 10.5 

Biceps femoris 2.4 2.7 5.4 14.5 

Semitendinosus 21.6 9.4 14.5 14.5 

Rectus femoris 14.4 20.5 12.0 5.5 

Vastus medialis  6.2 8.0 7.1 25.6 

Angular Joint Kinematics     

Knee Joint PJF and ROM 7.0 2.9 7.8 1.8 

Hip Joint RJF and ROM 2.7 5.9 1.5 8.6 

Means (CV% range) CDL; Conventional Deadlift, SDL; Sumo Deadlift, HBD; Hex Bar Deadlift, HT; Hip Thrust; CV, Coefficient 

of Variance. 

  

Coefficient values (CV%) indicated an acceptable level of reliability for each variable (Table 

3) supporting the use of three trials for muscle activity (CV% 1-15) and joint kinematics 

(CV% 1-10) for a maximal intensity resistance training study (Lynn et al., 2018). There was 

also a consistent level of reliability between conditions for angular joint kinematics, and most 

muscle activity reports.  
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5.0 Discussion 
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The main aim of this investigation was to determine how four popularly used hip dominant 

exercises; the SDL, CDL, HBD, and HT, compared both from a muscle activity and 

kinematics perspective. Kinematics of the hip and knee joints, and supporting muscles of the 

ES, GM, BF, ST, RF, and VM were measured through sEMG and electro goniometry. 

 

5.1 Comparison of the sumo, conventional, and hex bar style deadlifts. 

 

When the three DL styles were compared, analysis of the hamstring consisting of the BF and 

ST was completed. The only two significant differences in hamstring activation were at 90% 

1RM, producing a greater ST and BF muscle activity in the HBD (P < 0.05; CV% 14.5) and 

CDL (P < 0.05; CV% 2.4) when compared at 100% 1RM lifting. This finding has been 

previously undocumented within literature and could had been influenced by 90% 1 RM lifts 

attenuating an increased rate of force development which caused a heightened activity of the 

ST and BF muscles.  All other hamstring comparison between lifts found no significant 

differences in muscle activity.  

 

The current investigation did however present small to large differences in muscle activity 

represented through effect sizes, for the BF in the CDL (CV% 2.4) lift when compared to the 

SDL (d = 0.4 - 1.0; CV% 2.7) and HBD (d = 1.0 - 1.8; CV% 5.4), although non-significant. 

These meaningful differences in muscle activity for the respective lifts, supports previous 

sEMG and kinematic research by Swinton et al. (2009), Hales et al. (2009), Camara et al. 

(2016) and Edington et al (2018) that suggested that the CDL could be a superior DL at 

training the hamstring muscles. The CDL sees the hip joint act as a primary lever arm as the 

barbell is navigated around the knee joint which was shown to greater stimulate hamstring 

muscle activity (Edington et al., 2018; Lee et al., 2018; Cholewicki et al., 2019; Martin-
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Funentes et al., 2020). The HBD also presented higher levels of muscle activity in the ST 

compared to the SDL (d = 0.8; CV% 9.4) and CDL (d = 0.5; CV% 21.6) represented by 

medium and large effect sizes, although not significant. A reason for this finding could be 

caused by the HBD lifting a greater of load. However, these muscle activities were not 

significant, therefore these findings must be viewed with this in mind. 

 

The HBD although not significant, was shown to stimulate muscle activity of the GM (CV% 

12.8), presenting a large effect size in muscle activation for both lifting intensities compared 

to CDL (d = 1.4 – 2.2; CV% 9.1) and SDL (d = 1.8 – 2.5; CV% 7.6). These meaningful 

changes in GM activity for the HBD were reliable and have been previously undocumented 

in comparative DL research. The current investigation lifted at maximal intensity, it was 

expected that a difference in lifting form could have been present (Hales et al., 2009; 

Cholewicki et al., 2019), providing a probability for this finding. 

 

The HBD when lifting maximally (CV% 1.5) greater flexed hip in the start position, 

compared to the other two lifts (CDL; d = 1.4, CV% 2.7, SDL; d = 1.1, CV% 5.9), placing 

greater mechanical stress on the joints as the barbell ascended (Swinton et al., 2009; Hales et 

al., 2009; Lake et al., 2017; Edington et al., 2018). The hip joint then extended through a 

greater ROM, compared to the other styles of DL which could stimulate the supporting 

musculature of the GM (CDL; CV% 9.1, SDL; CV% 7.6, HBD; CV% 12.8) to a larger 

degree. These findings were reliable and could be accredited to the barbell shape in the HBD, 

which allowed the participants to attenuate a greater degree of hip flexion, rather than 

adopting the more extended hip position seen in traditional DL styles (Lockie et al., 2017; 

Andersen et al., 2018). A previously established limiting factor for straight barbell DL styles, 
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were the barbell is situated in front of the lifter, means that lifter cannot excessively flex the 

hip and knee in the start position for the CDL and SDL (Martin-Fuentes et al., 2020).  

 

Further, a greater mechanical stress was placed on the back, caused by the HBD lifting 

greater load compared to CDL (d = 0.6) and SDL (d = 0.5), explaining why the HBD also 

presented greater levels of ES (CV% 13.9) muscle activity (CDL; d = 0.8, CV% 8.8, SDL; d 

= 3.4, CV% 11.5) than other lifts, although not significant. These findings were found to be 

reliable in the present investigation, and previously undocumented in comparative DL 

literature. The CDL and SDL were previously thought to greater stimulate the ES to 

counteract torso flexion caused by the load being lifted in front of the lifter (Edington et al., 

2018), while the HBD presents a more upright torso position which should reduce the 

mechanical strain of the back, and thus lower ES activity (Camara et al., 2016; Andersen et 

al., 2018; Martin-Fuentes et al., 2020). However, yet again, this finding was due to the HBD 

lifting a greater amount of load compared to other lifts. Further research is needed to validate 

this finding, being original. 

 

The results in the current investigation showed no statistical change in quadriceps muscle 

activation respective of the three styles of DL. However, effect sizes presented do support 

previous research which suggested the HBD to be the superior quadriceps training modality 

(Swinton et al., 2011; Camara et al., 2016). The HBD showed meaningfully higher levels of 

RF (CDL; d = 0.9 - 0.7, CV% 14.4, SDL; d = 1.7 - 0.7, CV% 20.5) and VM (CDL; d = 1.5 – 

0.5, CV% 6.2, SDL; d = 1.5 – 0.7,CV% 8.0) muscle activity, despite presenting similarities in 

knee joint kinematics for all lifting (P > 0.05). A load lifted variable was also included in the 

current investigation due to an inherent ability to influence both form of lifting and muscle 

activity, especially when maximally (Hales et al., 2009; Cholewicki et al., 2019). When 
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measured, it appeared the current cohort favoured the HBD presenting greater loads lifted at 

both lifting intensities, when compared to CDL (d = 0.6) and SDL (d = 0.5). These 

meaningful changes in load lifted could have potentially greater muscle activity, and why the 

HBD appeared to heighten activation of the ES, GM, RF, and VM (Contreras et al., 2011; 

Camara et al., 2016; Neto et al., 2019; Collazo Garcia et al., 2020). All comparative data was 

reliable, apart from the SDL RF muscle activity. Therefore, the findings concerning this 

muscle must be viewed with some scepticism. 

 

The cohort used within this investigation, although competent at all four lifts, were 

considered young adults (17-21 years old). Results in this present investigation may therefore 

be unique to the cohort used and unrelatable to other previous DL literature which has 

commonly used older participants, with a greater lifting expertise. It is because of this why 

previous literature is shown to present a diverse range of muscle activity and kinematic 

reports, despite variables and exercises measured being reliable. The HBD is a less technical 

lift, in which the barbell does not have to be negotiated around the knee like other DL styles. 

The HBD may therefore be the preference choice of DL by the young participants used in the 

current investigation, which may had influenced the findings of the present study. This bias 

could mean participants favoured specific muscle groups when overcoming maximal load, as 

previous reports have shown from elite populations (Lake et al., 2017; Edington et al., 2018; 

Lee et al., 2018; Cholewicki et al., 2019; Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). Future research 

should therefore aim to use a larger number of participants, of varying lifting experience to 

eradicate these potential biases and to identify more notable significant changes. Therefore, 

providing both a better understanding of lift differentiation, and practical applications of 

exercises. 
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Previous kinematic and muscle activity studies by Swinton et al. (2011), Camara et al. (2016) 

and Andersen et al. (2018) measured and compared both the CDL and HBD. These reports 

documented the knee joint must flex to a greater degree to perform the HBD than the other 

lifts. A more upright torso position was also shown in the HBD, attributing lower peak 

moments of the back, which was previously suggested to reduce ES activation (Swinton et 

al., 2011; Camara et al., 2016). The current investigation did not support these findings, for 

knee kinematics (CDL; CV% 7.0, SDL; CV% 2.9, HBD; CV% 7.8) and ES muscle activity. 

These finding could be accredited to the cohort used by Swinton et al. (2011) being elite-

level powerlifters, and therefore form alteration would be excepted compared to non-elite 

lifting groups (Cholewicki et al., 2019; Latella et al., 2019). Swinton et al. (2011) and 

Camara et al. (2016) also used a lower submaximal lifting intensity (80-85% 1 RM) and 

differences in results would have been expected when compared to the current investigation 

(90-100% 1 RM) that implemented a higher lifting intensity (Edington et al., 2018). 

 

The present study reported a similarity in knee joint kinematics when comparing PJF and 

ROM between all three types of DL. However, in the HBD which lifted a greater load, 

increased mechanical strain around the knee joint, which therefore induced higher levels of 

quadriceps muscle activation (Swinton et al., 2011; Camara et al., 2016; Andersen et al., 

2018), a concept supported by previous research (Swinton et al., 2011; Camara et al., 2016; 

Andersen et al., 2018). Andersen et al. (2018) did however report both lifts at a maximal 

lifting intensity (100% 1 RM) using a more experienced (4.5 ± 1.9 years’ lifting experience) 

older participants (21.9 ± 1.6 years old), who reported no change in ES activation.  

 

It would appear from the present study and previous literature, that the HBD presents a 

greater stimulation of the quadriceps. It is not yet clear why the ES has greater activation. 
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Reasons for this may be due to previous research employing a lower lifting intensity, and 

diverse pool of participants in respect to both age and lifting experience. The ES having 

greater activation for the HBD lift may also only be unique to the cohort used in the 

investigation, further research is needed to validate this finding. 

 

Escamilla et al. (2000) research was the first to report and compare the CDL and SDL 

accurately and reliably with a 3D kinematic study, as the previously used 2D methodology 

was shown to be unreliable when reporting the SDL lift. Escamilla et al. (2000) presented the 

SDL flexed the hip to a greater extent at the start and extend the hip through a larger ROM 

during the ascent of the barbell. The current study did not agree with these findings, 

presenting similarities in hip joint kinematics between the CDL (CV% 2.7) and SDL (CV% 

5.9), which was supported by reliability data. One reason for this finding may have been 

Escamilla et al. (2000) use of elite-level powerlifters as participants. Form, especially within 

the DL exercise, is significantly different when compared to non-elitist lifting populations 

(Hales et al., 2009; Cholewicki et al., 2019; Latella et al., 2019) due to an optimised lifting 

form over time, which is shown to favour lifters strongest muscle groups (Hales et al., 2009; 

Cholewicki et al., 2019). Combined with testing completed in a competitive setting, the SDL 

may have just been the favoured lift choice for that cohort measured, which would have 

naturally biased Escamilla’s results. 

 

Previous muscle activity research by Escamilla et al. (2002) suggested the SDL to be a more 

quadriceps dominant style of DL when compared to the CDL, with no other difference in 

muscle activity for both anterior and posterior muscles. The current investigation identified 

the CDL to produce a similar muscle activity response of the GM (CV% 9.1), hamstring (BF; 
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CV% 2.4, ST; CV% 21.6), and quadriceps (RF; CV% 14.4, VM; CV% 6.2) muscles, when 

compared to the SDL (BF; CV% 2.7, ST; CV% 9.4, RF; 20.5, VM; 8.0).  

 

The reason why the current investigation does not support previous sEMG research by 

Escamilla et al. (2002) is the intensity of lifting used within their study. Escamilla et al. 

(2002) investigation reflected the participant's current periodisation phase of training, 

therefore, the CDL and SDL were measured at a multiple repetition range (4) and low 

submaximal intensity (60% 1 RM). With lifts performed for multiple repetitions at a low 

intensity of lifting, these schemes of lifting are not representative of how these strength 

training exercises are commonly performed (Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). 

 

Muscle activity in the RF and ST for the SDL and CDL respectively were not reliable in the 

current study (CDL; RF CV% 14.4, ST CV% 21.6, SDL; RF CV% 20.5). Therefore, findings 

must be viewed with scepticism when comparing to previous research. Further research needs 

to validate how the ST compares between lifts, and whether the SDL is a superior lift at 

activating the RF compared to the CDL, as previously suggested by Escamilla et al., (2002). 

 

Trials for MVIC were also collated by Escamilla et al. (2002)  post data collection, a 

therefore an optimised approach to normalising sEMG was not carried out, which meant 

fatigue could have also biased results. Presenting validity issues within Escamilla et al. 

(2002) muscle activity reports, and a lacking understanding around how to effectively 

implement the DL to target specific muscle and/or performance outcomes was unclear. It is 

because of this that the current investigation implemented a methodological approach that 

could avoid a potential fatigue bias, using a randomised study design, with MVIC collated 

pre-data collection (Synder et al., 2017; Iversen et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2018).   
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The present study identified the CDL and SDL to produce similar muscle activity in the GM, 

BF, ST, RF, and VM, and found no change in hip and knee joint kinematics between lifts. It 

would therefore appear that the barbell gripped outside of the knees for the CDL or inside the 

knees for the SDL, would present no change in both kinematics and muscle activity, and 

therefore fails to support previous research. Kinematic reports by Escamilla et al. (2002) 

were segmented at 90-degree intervals, meaning anthropometrics of the lifters was not 

considered in their study (Hales et al., 2009; Cholewicki et al., 2019). Deadlift kinematic 

based research should aim to be completed at the DL stages, or as the present investigation 

has done, report kinematics and muscle activation from across the ascent phase of lifting 

(Escamilla et al., 2000; Camara et al., 2016; Andersen et al., 2018; Martin-Fuentes et al., 

2020). The segmentation approach used by Escamilla et al. (2002) would have meant that 

different lifters could have been at different stages of a lift in the data presented (Beckham et 

al., 2012), meaning corresponding muscle activation could have differed due to variation 

between participants position (Hales et al., 2009; Cholewicki et al., 2019). 

 

5.2 The hip thrust versus the three styles of deadlift. 

 

The standing DL exercises (Escamilla et al., 2002; Andersen et al., 2018), which co-contract 

the back muscles both isometrically and concentrically to overcome torso flexion caused by 

the front-loaded nature of the exercise (Edington et al., 2018). This co-contractive effort is 

dissimilar to the prone HT that only isometrically contracts the back muscle to keep the 

lumbar spine neutral during the barbell ascent (Contreras et al., 2011, 2015; Williams et al., 

2018). This alteration in muscle activity patterns is why the current investigation found the 

HBD to induce greater ES muscle activity (P < 0.05) when compared to the HT despite the 
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HT lifting a significantly greater load (P < 0.05). Erector spinae muscle activity was reliable 

in the HBD (CV% 13.4), but not the HT(CV% 19.9). Therefore, this finding must be viewed 

with this in mind. 

 

The current investigation measured knee PJF and presented the HT to demonstrate 

significantly lower knee joint PJF angular kinematics (CV% 1.8) compared to the DL 

exercises (P < 0.05). An evident reduction in joint ROM also accounted for a reduction in the 

quadriceps muscle activity. The HT presented significantly lower RF activity (CV% 5.5) at 

90% 1RM (P < 0.05), and VM (CV% 25.6) for both 90 % 1RM and 100% 1RM when 

compared to the HBD (P < 0.05). This not only provides an insight around muscle activity 

and lift differentiation, but also load management. With the 90% 1RM being performed for 

multiple repetitions (3), this training load is advantageous compared to 100% 1RM when 

aiming to stimulate adaption of desired muscle groups. Muscle activity of the RF was 

reliable, but was not of the VM, and the findings must be judged with this in mind. 

 

Interestingly the HT showed to flex and extend the hip joint through a greater ROM (CV% 

8.6) compared to the three styles of DL (CDL ROM; d = 4.3, CV% 2.7, SDL ROM; d = 4.1, 

CV% 5.9, HBD ROM; d = 3.8, CV% 1.5). A larger active joint ROM combined with the 

higher load lifted should cause greater activation of the primary hip extension muscles 

(Contreras et al., 2011; William et al., 2018; Delgado et al., 2019; Neto et al., 2019). 

However, this was not the case, reporting lower GM muscle activation in 90% 1RM and 

100% 1RM lifting when comparing the HT (CV% 10.5) to the HBD (d = 1.7 – 0.8; CV% 

12.8). The findings were reliable, with plausibility for this being a difference in barbell 

displacements between the HBD and HT, which has been previously shown to be greater in 

the DL exercises, which displaces load to a standing position compared to the HT (Contreras 
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et al., 2011, 2015). The larger displacement of the barbell in the DL would have required a 

greater mechanical strain (Swinton et al., 2009; Hales et al., 2009; Lake et al., 2017; 

Cholewicki et al., 2019) and thus greater activation of the supporting posterior musculature 

(Andersen et al., 2018) than the HT. Further research should aim to measure and compare 

barbell displacement and muscle activity to validate this finding. 

 

The HT exercise is traditionally used to optimally stimulate the adaptation of the GM 

musculature (Contreras et al., 2015, 2016; Camara et al., 2016; Lake et al., 2017; William et 

al., 2018; Delgado et al., 2019; Neto et al., 2019; Collazo Garcia et al., 2020), due to an 

inherent peak in GM activation as the hip reach a neutral position (Contreras et al., 2011, 

2015, 2015; Delgado et al., 2019; Hammond et al., 2019; Neto et al., 2019). Our results did 

not support this, with the HT favouring the hamstring musculature. Testing needs to be 

considered in the current investigation, however, and being of maximal intensity, the cohort 

adjusted form to optimise lifting. Lifters adopted a more extended leg position in the current 

study, presenting a reduction in knee joint PJF compared to the DL’s (d = 2.3 – 2.1), which 

would appear to have favoured the hamstring musculature instead of the GM, and in some 

cases even more so than the SDL, a previously undocumented finding. Further research is 

needed to validate this finding, or to concur that it was just the preference of the sample used.  

 

5.3 Comparison of lifting intensities across lifts.   

 

Past DL and HT-based investigations have reported these exercises at varying intensities 

from submaximal (65-85% 1 RM) to maximal (100% 1 RM) for a multitude of repetitions (1-

12) while using an array of kinematics and sEMG methodologies (Swinton et al., 2011; 

Contreras et al., 2015, 2016; Camara et al., 2016; Lake et al., 2017; Andersen et al., 2018; 
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William et al., 2018; Delgado et al., 2019; Neto et al., 2019; Collazo Garcia et al., 2020). 

Therefore, the current investigation aimed to measure how all four of these PC-based 

exercises differed and compared from both a submaximal (90% 1 RM) representing a normal 

strength training paradigm and maximal lifting intensity (100% 1 RM). 

 

The intensities used in the current investigation reported muscle activation greater than 

>100% MVIC muscle activity. The MVIC trials were completed isometrically as this is 

common practice for sEMG normalisation for field-based research (Besomi et al., 2019).  

Although during MVIC trials participants were instructed to push or pull as hard as possible, 

the cue of moving a maximal external load, through a large ROM induced higher levels of 

muscle activity when compared to MVIC trials. This is common occurrence within sEMG 

based literature that has measured compound exercises at a high lifting intensity (Andersen et 

al., 2018; Besomi et al., 2019; Neto et al., 2019; Martin-Funentes et al., 2020). 

 

Lifting intestines where also exclusively compared with muscle activation to be meaningfully 

higher for 90% 1RM lifting, in the ES (d = 0.4), VM (d = 0.3), and RF (d = 2.0) and 

significantly higher for the GM, BF, and ST (P < 0.05) when compared to 100% 1 RM. This 

is an unexpected finding, with 100% 1 RM lifting significantly higher loads (P < 0.05) it was 

expected that because of a higher load lifted and greater mechanical strain of the exercise, 

participants should have elicited greater levels of muscle activity (Hales et al., 2009; 

Andersen et al., 2018, 2019; Latella et al., 2019). The reason for this finding could be due to 

the high lifting intensity used. For 100% 1 RM lifting an alteration in form was expected 

(Brown and Abani, 1985; Hales et al., 2009; Delgado et al., 2019; Choe et al., 2021) and was 

shown as changed in the present study’s kinematic data when 100% 1 RM was compared to 

90% 1 RM (P < 0.05), meaning participants directed force from muscles that were not 
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measured by sEMG to overcome high loads. Therefore, muscle activity of other 

supplementary muscles could have recorded higher in the 100% 1 RM lifting, however, due 

to equipment availability  the current study was limited to measuring just six muscles. At 

90% 1 RM form appeared to have been closer to the ideal, which was supported by presented 

reliability data in the current study. Load may have therefore favoured the measured muscles, 

which could cause higher rate of force development and potentially higher rate coding, 

attributing for greater muscle activity. Further research is therefore needed to validate these 

findings being original. The current investigation muscle activity present that when compared 

to 100% 1 RM intensity, a 90% 1 RM intensity for multiple repetitions (3) is favourable 

when aiming to stimulate not only the PC musculature, but also the anterior musculature of 

the quadriceps (P < 0.05). 

 

Upon reviewing contemporary sEMG-based literature within the DL exercise, the quadriceps 

have greater activation when compared to the PC; being the ES, GM, and hamstrings 

(Bezerra et al., 2013; Camara et al., 2016; Nijem et al., 2016; Synder et al., 2017; Korak et 

al., 2018; Lee et al., 2019). Interestingly, based on the DL previously utilised as an exercise 

thought to primarily stimulate the PC musculature (Martin-Fuentes et al., 2020). It is 

considered that due to variable sEMG methodologies and currently no comparative 

investigation to compare all three DL’s from high lifting intensity and sEMG methodology, 

this might not be the case. The current investigation mirrored these findings,  presenting the 

quadriceps, specifically the VM, to be activated to a significantly greater degree for both the 

90% 1 RM and 100% 1 RM lifts. The ST of the hamstring has also previously been shown to 

have significantly higher levels of muscle activation in the DL exercises compared to the BF 

(McAllister et al., 2014); a factor also validated in the current investigation. The muscle 

activity hierarchy seemed to favour either the ES or GM, followed by the ST and lastly the 
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BF and RF. The DL exercise is therefore favourable when aiming to stimulate the adaptation 

of the PC rather than the quadriceps. 

 

During the HT, the knee only reaches approximately 90-degrees in the finish position 

(Contreras et al., 2015, 2016; Camara et al., 2016; Lake et al., 2017; William et al., 2018; 

Delgado et al., 2019; Neto et al., 2019; Collazo Garcia et al., 2020); this minimal extension 

produced an insufficiency in the hamstring muscles, meaning the stronger muscles of the GM 

have to take over to support the load in the end ROM (Contreras et al., 2015, 2016; Camara 

et al., 2016; Delgado et al., 2019; Neto et al., 2019), and why the HT is shown to be a GM 

dominant exercise (Contreras et al., 2015, 2016; Camara et al., 2016; Delgado et al., 2019; 

Neto et al., 2019). However, the current investigation did not support this, presenting greater 

activation of the hamstrings, specifically, the ST, compared to the GM. The presented muscle 

activation hierarchy of the HT is then the ST, followed by the GM, ES, VM, BF, and RF. 

Foot position also needs to be considered, as the distance between the feet has been shown to 

alter excitation of the GM musculature (Neto et al., 2019; Collazo Garcia et al., 2020). 

Participants may have opted for a closer foot position, that has been previously shown to 

favour the hamstring muscles during the HT (Neto et al., 2019). This variation in form and 

bias towards the hamstring muscles may be suited to the cohort of participants used in the 

current investigation; therefore, further research is required to understand this better.  

 

Height in which the participants place their upper back also need to be reviewed, as the 

higher the box, the more initial flexion of the hip and knee joint, which could potentially alter 

musculature stimulation (Contreras et al., 2015, 2016; Camara et al., 2016; Delgado et al., 

2019; Neto et al., 2019). Current HT research is relatively undescriptive regarding both upper 

back, and box height, making assumptions about how this affects the HT muscle activity and 
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kinematics unclear. It, would therefore, be recommend that future studies describe these 

aspects of their methods. 

 

In the current investigation for both 90% 1 RM and 100% 1 RM lifting identified the HBD to 

be favourable when aiming to stimulate adaptation of the ES, GM, ST, RF, and VM. In 

comparison, the CDL would appear advantageous over the SDL and HT with greater 

activation of the GM, RF, VM. The SDL presented a higher ES, VM, and RF muscle activity 

compared to the HT. However, the SDL and HT were shown to similarly activate the GM, 

ST, and BF muscles. Exercise preference also needs to be considered; therefore, participants 

may have naturally favoured a certain style of lift, optimising that specific exercise. Due to 

the maximal nature of testing, this would have naturally benefited both the load lifted 

variable and muscle stimulation, meaning muscle activity and kinematics reports could have 

biased a select exercise and would have therefore seemed favourable from a muscle activity, 

and performance perspective. Despite this, no significant difference in load lifted between the 

DL exercises were found. Despite lifting significantly higher load in the HT, all the DL 

styles, specifically the HBD, are favourable when aiming to stimulate adaptation of both the 

anterior and PC musculature. 

 

Periodised resistant training programmes usually prescribe exercises to target both the PC 

and anterior muscle groups, with selection dictated by load lifted (Cholewicki et al., 2019). 

Practitioners should therefore discourage this common assumption based on findings in the 

current investigation. Despite lifting the highest total load, the HT presented a lower knee 

joint ROM and muscle activation for both lifting intestines. Therefore, all styles of DL would 

be more beneficial from both a kinematics and muscle activity standpoint, and therefore more 

applicable when aiming to elicit both stimulations of the PC and athletic performance.  
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5.4 Practical applications. 

 

Strength and conditioning coaches should aim to utilise the DL as the primary lift choice 

when aiming to induce adaptation of the PC, and anterior musculature. The exercise selection 

is usually dependent on a load lifted perspective (Marshall and Murphy, 2003; Mangine et 

al., 2015). The four PC exercises were also performed for multiple repetitions at a very high 

lifting intensity to see if, and how, both muscle activation and joint kinematics differed. 

During the 90% 1 RM lifting, both the PC and anterior muscle activation were higher when 

compared to the 100% 1 RM lifting. A suitably high lifting intensity (90% 1 RM) for 

multiple repetitions (3) would therefore seem optimal for the adaptation of the ES, GM, BF, 

ST, RF, and VM musculature. It must be noted that 100% 1 RM could be better from a 

performance perspective, specific to lifting groups such as powerlifters, but not suitable non-

lifting sports groups attempting to improve their strength, however, validation of this is 

needed through further research. Resistance trainers should be mindful of this and not 

prescribe exercises, sets, and repetitions, on the prerequisite notion that lifting more weight is 

more beneficial when specific muscle adaptation is required.  

 

When considering the implementation of these four exercises, the HBD, despite lifting 

similar loads, seems to be the beneficial exercise choice amongst DL styles from a muscle 

activation perspective. The HBD eliciting the higher overall PC and quadriceps muscle 

activation. The CDL and SDL, despite lifting the lower overall loads, muscle activation of 

each the PC was higher compared to the HT exercises. The CDL and SDL, should therefore 

be favoured by resistance trainers over the HT.  
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Lift preference and attainment should also be considered when selecting a suitable PC 

exercise. All three DL styles are deemed suitable and considered effective exercises when 

aiming to simulate the PC. However, the same cannot be said for the HT, with activation of 

the PC comparatively less than the CDL, HBD, and SDL. The HT exercise could be 

considered and incorporated into part of a resistance training plan as a supplement to the DL 

exercise but not the main exercise choice. 

 

5.5 Conclusion. 

 

The HBD did not activate the back, hamstring, gluteal and quadriceps muscles to a greater 

extent than the counterpart DL exercises, a factor probably caused by all three DL presenting 

similar joint kinematics. Therefore hypotheses 1, 2, 3a, 3b, 5a and 5b are rejected. 

 

The HBD, CDL and SDL increased knee joint ROM when compared to the HT, accepting 

hypotheses 5c, 5d and 6. With this increase in knee joint ROM the HDB can greater increase 

quadriceps activation when compared to the HT exercise. Thus, hypothesis 3a is accepted.  

 

The HT did not induce greater levels of gluteal muscle activity when compared to the three 

styles of DL, rejecting hypotheses 4a, 4b, and 4c.  

 

Lifting loads at a maximal intensity (100% 1RM) did not induce higher levels of muscle 

activity, rejecting hypothesis 7. Lifting a lower submaximal load of 90% 1RM for multiple 

repetitions (3) is a more advantageous training load for these hip dominant exercises. 
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The HBD would seem the favourable exercise choice over the four lifts researched, 

presenting overall higher relative muscle activation despite lifting similar loads to the other 

DL’s, and lower than the HT. Being an original article, consideration for all accepted and 

rejected hypotheses and outcomes must be validated by future research.  

 

5.6 Impact of research on personal practice.  

 

Upon completion of this study my practical application and implementation of these four lifts  

as an UKSCA accredited, full time strength and conditioning lead has definitely changed my 

programme design. I am now not under the impression that lifting maximally is an optimal 

approach to strength adaptions.  More so, lifting a lower submaximal intensity for multiple 

repetitions as fast as possible, will not only improve rate of force production capabilities of 

said performer, but also stimulate and adapt the desired muscle groups. This was a concept 

my current training groups found difficult to interpret, always trying to lift as heavy as 

possible to get stronger. This allowed for some interesting discussions around this research 

and overall peer evaluation around strength and conditioning practices and how practical 

application will only better their performance. 

 

It has also been interesting to have discussions with my many training groups around the role 

and impact exercise selection has. The HT was commonly used as a primary lift choice 

within my programme design over the counterpart DL styles due to the popularity of the 

exercise. Session designs have since been adapted to utilise the HBD as the optimal PC lift 

choice, with the CDL and SDL prescribed based on peer preference. While the HT is still 

being used, but as a supplementary lift to the main DL. Having conversations with these 

groups has been essential for not only better understanding exercise selection, but strength 
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and conditioning, with both clients and athletes really interested in my research and how it 

has positively impacted their performance.  

 

5.7 COVID-19 virus. 

 

The COVID-19 pandemic presented issues within the present study. Data collection comprised 

of a lengthy setup and clean down procedure. Considering testing was completed in a school 

environment, the movement of participants was limited regarding year group bubbles. 

Therefore, meaning no crossover was allowed within the gym facility, causing both time delays 

and disruption during data collection. Methodologies were also adapted because of this, 

meaning testing had to be comprised from two data collection visits only, with two exercises 

recorded per visits.  

 

COVID-19 also accounted for only a select and available pool of participants to be used. Being 

both trained and deemed suitable based on the prerequisite requirement, participants varied in 

respect to anthropometry. Therefore, corresponding outcomes in the present study presented 

large standard deviations. If standard deviations was reduced it would allow that more 

recognisable and statistical differences between exercise modalities (Hales et al., 2009; 

Cholewicki et al., 2019; Martin-Fuentes et al., 2020). This is prevalent within the current 

investigation by using effect sizes to present notable magnitudes of difference but are non-

significant. Further research should use a more comparable cohort of participants, which can 

be completed based on weight classifications, height, or both.  

 

5.8 Limitations of research. 
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The current investigation was completed between October 2019 – June 2021, during which 

research methodologies were adapted and halted for a one-year period. This was due to 

disruptions with COVID-19 virus and the introduction of three national lockdowns. Testing 

was therefore adjusted to the researchers place of work, Oundle School, during which only a 

select training group where allowed to participate based on the inclusion criteria, COVID-19 

virus, and dictation of Oundle School.  

 

Safeguarding was a major element within study design due to many participants being minors 

(<18 years old). Essential safeguarding and working parameters where therefore introduced 

and made agreeable by the University of Bedfordshire, Oundle School and loco parentis of 

relevant participants. One addition to study design was inclusion of another appropriately 

safeguarding trained member of Oundle School. This necessity accounted for delays in data 

collection, as the additional staff member had to be willing and available for times outside of 

their normal working hours.  

 

With research adapted to being field based project, facility availability at the Oundle School 

was varied and sporadic, meaning participants where only available for a maximum of three 

testing visits: one familiarisation and two data collections. This meant study design had to be 

adapted from four data collection visits, testing one lift at both 100% and 90% 1RM intensity 

per visit, to just two, whereby participants had to complete two lifts and both intensities per 

visit. This decrease in data collection visits meant data collection timeframes had to extended, 

resulting in only 12 participants completing testing before the introduction of the second 

national lockdown in December 2020. This change is study design meant no inter-session 

reliability data and inter-session values could be attained for the 100% 1RM lifts, as this 

would extend data collection timings, which was not possible. Future research should aim to 
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modify the experimental design to include inter-session reliability data for 100% 1RM, as 

inclusion of this could validate findings in the present study. 

 

Equipment availability was also a limitation, with only one Biometrics system available to 

the researcher. This meant experimental design was limited to just eight ports and therefore 

variables measured. Selected joints and muscles measured allowed comparison of data to 

previous research and insight into undocumented variables. However, if equipment was 

available, assessment of more joints and muscles would have furthered the understanding of 

these four lifts.  
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7.1 Stages of lifting.  

Figure 7.1.1 – 7.1.11 show the stages of each lift. In the present study these lifts were 

performed barefoot. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1.1 Lift-off conventional deadlift  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1.2 Lift-off sumo deadlift   
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3 Lift-off Sumo Deadlift 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1.3 Lift-off hex bar deadlift  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1.4 Lift-off hip thrust 

 

Figure 7.1.5 Knee-passing conventional deadlift  
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7.1.7 Knee-passing Hex Bar Deadlift 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1.6 Knee-passing sumo deadlif 

Figure 7.1.6 Knee-passing sumo deadlift 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.1.8 Lock-out conventional deadlift 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1.7 Knee-passing hex bar deadlift 
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Figure 7.1.8 Lock-out conventional deadlift 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1.9 Lock-out sumo deadlift 
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Figure 7.1.10 Lock-out hex bar deadlift 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1.11 Lock-out hip thrust 

 

7.2 Over 18s participant information sheet  
 
 

Institute of Sport and Physical Activity Research 
 

Participant Information Sheet 
 

An investigation of muscle recruitment patterns in a range of hip dominant exercises 
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Principal                George Maddams, University of Bedfordshire 
Investigators:        Iain Fletcher, University of Bedfordshire 
 

Project date:  Oct 2019 –  
 

Email:  George.maddams@study.beds.ac.uk; Iain.fletcher@beds.ac.uk 
 

 

Telephone:  01234 400400  
 
 

1. Study title 
 

An investigation of muscle recruitment patterns in a range of hip dominant 
exercises 
 
2. Invitation paragraph 
 
 ‘You are being invited to take part in a research study.  Before you decide it is important for you to 
understand why the research is being done and what it will involve.  Please take time to read the 
following information carefully and discuss it with others if you wish.  Ask us if there is anything that is 
not clear or if you would like more information.  Take time to decide whether or not you wish to take 
part. Thank you for reading this.’ 
 

3. What is the purpose of the study? 
 
The purpose of the investigation is to test four hip extension exercises; Glute Bridge, Hex 
Bar deadlift, Sumo deadlift and Conventional deadlift and establish if there is a difference in 
muscle activity between them.   
 
 

4. Why have I been chosen? 
 
You have been chosen and classified as an experienced (> 1 year) resistance trained participant. 
Although testing will be individual, you will be part of a 12 + participant group. 
 

5. Do I have to take part? 
 

It is up to you to decide whether or not to take part.  If you do decide to take part you will be given this 

information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consent/ascent form. If you decide to take part you 

are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason.  A decision to withdraw at any time, 

or a decision not to take part, will not affect the standard of care you receive. 

 
 

6. What will happen to me if I take part? 
 
The participant shall be asked to perform four exercises; the Hip thrust and three variations of deadlifts; 

sumo, hex bar and conventional for 1 repetition maximum and for 3 repetition at 90% 1RM. Participants 

shall firstly be asked to attend a familiarization testing, demonstrating how experimental procedures will 

be conducted and provide an evaluation to see if good form is adhered to within all four exercises. If 

form is not adhered to participants will be excluded from further participation within the investigation.  

 

Selected participants can continue into experimental testing. Attendance within 1 familiarization 

session, followed by a further 2 separate data collections will be excepted, in which the participants will 

perform 1 repetition maximum, and 3 repetitions at 90% 1RM for two of the four exercises. Data 

mailto:George.maddams@study.beds.ac.uk
mailto:Iain.fletcher@beds.ac.uk
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collection will be separated by at least 72hr intervals and the selected lift will be randomized. Blood 

pressure reading shall also need to be taken before testing can begin. If blood pressure above 140 over 

90, select participant will not be allowed to continue into further testing 

 

Each data collection will be identifying Electromyography and kinematics of the lower limb and back 

musculature. Therefore, participants must be agreeable in electrodes being placed on their Quadricep, 

Hamstring, back and Glute. And goniometers for the knee hip and back. They will also be excepted to 

perform four maximal isometric contractions; whereby they sit, lay or hold and told to either flex, or 

extend their knee, hip or trunk as ‘hard as possible’ against a cushioned immovable object.  

 

Data collection shall be separated by at least 72hrs: 

 

Familiarisation testing → 72 hrs → Visit 1 → 72 hrs → Visit 2 

 

7. What are the possible benefits of taking part? 
 
Benefits can include; gaining knowledge for own personal study, advice and experience within an 

experimental procedure. Be able to perform under best scientific testing with the best equipment. Have 

an opportunity to meet new people, who could also be eligible for your own study design. 

 

8. Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential? 
 
All information which is collected about you during the course of the research will be kept strictly 
confidential.  Any information about you will have your name and address removed so that you cannot 
be recognised from it. All written forms will be kept safe in a locked filing cabinet at the University of 
Bedfordshire Laboratories, Polhill. With other registers being safely secured on a password protected 
computer, in a password protected folder. 
 

9 What will happen to the results of the research study? 
 
Result will be found and published by December 2022. No names shall be mentioned in the 
publication. 
 

10 Contacts for Further Information 
 
George.maddams@study.beds.ac.uk ; Iain.fletcher@beds.ac.uk 
 
01234 400400 
 
Alternatively, if you would like to speak with someone independent from the research study please 
contact: Andrew.mitchell@beds.ac.uk 
 

 

Thank you for taking your time to read this information letter! 
Please keep this form for your records 

 

 

7.3 Under 18s participant information sheet   

 

Institute of Sport and Physical Activity Research 
 

mailto:George.maddams@study.beds.ac.uk
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Parent, Guardian or Carer Information Sheet 
 

An investigation of muscle recruitment patterns in a range of hip dominant exercises 
 

Principal                George Maddams, University of Bedfordshire 
Investigators:        Iain Fletcher, University of Bedfordshire 
 

Project date:  Oct 2019 –  
 

Email:  George.maddams@study.beds.ac.uk; Iain.fletcher@beds.ac.uk 
 

 

Telephone:  01234 400400  
 
 

1. Study title 
 

An investigation of muscle recruitment patterns in a range of hip dominant 
exercises 
 
2. Invitation paragraph 
 
 Your child has been invited to take part in a research study.  Before you decide it is important for you 
to understand why the research is being done and what it will involve.  Please take time to read the 
following information carefully and discuss it with others if you wish.  Ask us if there is anything that is 
not clear or if you would like more information.  Take time to decide whether or not you wish your child 
to take part. Thank you for reading this.’ 
 

3. What is the purpose of the study? 
 
The purpose of the investigation is to test four hip extension exercises; Glute Bridge, Hex 
Bar deadlift, Sumo deadlift and Conventional deadlift and establish if there is a difference in 
muscle activity between them.   
 
 

4. Why have I been chosen? 
 
Your child has been chosen and classified as an experienced (> 1 year) resistance trained participant. 
Although testing will be individual, they will be part of a 12 + participant group. 
 

5. Do I have to take part? 
 

It is up to you to decide whether or not if they take part.  If you do decide to consent to their participation 

you and your child will be given this information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a consent/ascent 

form. When they take part you are still free to withdraw your child at any time and without giving a 

reason.  A decision to withdraw at any time, or a decision not to take part, will not affect the standard of 

care you receive. 

 
 

6. What will happen to me if I take part? 
 
The participant shall be asked to perform four exercises; the Hip thrust and three variations of deadlifts; 

sumo, hex bar and conventional for 1 repetition maximum and for 3 repetitions at 90% 1RM. Participants 

shall firstly be asked to attend a familiarization testing, demonstrating how experimental procedures will 

be conducted and provide an evaluation to see if good form is adhered to within all four exercises. If 

form is not adhered to participants will be excluded from further participation within the investigation.  

mailto:George.maddams@study.beds.ac.uk
mailto:Iain.fletcher@beds.ac.uk
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Selected participants can continue into experimental testing. Attendance within 1 familiarization 

session, followed by a further 2 separate data collections will be excepted, in which the participants will 

perform 1 repetition maximum, and 3 repetitions at 90% 1RM for two of the four exercises. Data 

collection will be separated by at least 72hr intervals and the selected lift will be randomized. Blood 

pressure reading shall also need to be taken before testing can begin. If blood pressure above 140 over 

90, select participant will not be allowed to continue into further testing 

 

Each data collection will be identifying Electromyography and kinematics of the lower limb and back 

musculature. Therefore, participants must be agreeable in electrodes being placed on their Quadricep, 

Hamstring, back and Glute. And goniometers for the knee hip and back. They will also be excepted to 

perform four maximal isometric contractions; whereby they sit, lay or hold and told to either flex, or 

extend their knee, hip or trunk as ‘hard as possible’ against a cushioned immovable object.  

 

Data collection shall be separated by at least 72hrs: 

 

Familiarisation testing → 72 hrs → Visit 1 → 72 hrs → Visit 2  

 

7. What are the possible benefits of taking part? 
 
Benefits can include; gaining knowledge for own personal study, advice and experience within an 

experimental procedure. Be able to perform under best scientific testing with the best equipment. Have 

an opportunity to meet new people, who could also be eligible for your own study design. 

 

8. Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential? 
 
All information which is collected about you during the course of the research will be kept strictly 
confidential.  Any information about you will have your name and address removed so that you cannot 
be recognised from it. All written forms will be kept safe in a locked filing cabinet at the University of 
Bedfordshire Laboratories, Polhill. With other registers being safely secured on a password protected 
computer, in a password protected folder. 
 

9 What will happen to the results of the research study? 
 
Result will be found and published by December 2022. No names shall be mentioned in the 
publication. 
 

10 Contacts for Further Information 
 
George.maddams@study.beds.ac.uk ; Iain.fletcher@beds.ac.uk 
 
01234 400400 
 
Alternatively, if you would like to speak with someone independent from the research study please 
contact: Andrew.mitchell@beds.ac.uk 
 

 

Thank you for taking your time to read this information letter! 
Please keep this form for your records 
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7.4 Ethical clearance   

 
 

 

7.5 Warm up and cooldown exercises 

 

7.5.1 Lunge t-spine 

 

  

 
 
 

 

 

06/03/20 
 

ISPAR Ethical Approval Confirmation 
 
 
Proposer: George Maddams

Proposal title:  An investigation of muscle recruitment patterns in a range of hip dominant  

  resistance exercises. 

Dear Proposer 

Your research proposal has now received ethical approval from the Institute for Sport and Physical 
Activity Research (ISPAR) Ethics Panel and you are now able to proceed with the data collection 
for this study.  
 

Approval number: 2020ISPAR002 
 
 

Please note that if it becomes necessary to make any substantive change to the research design, 
the sampling approach or the data collection methods a further application will be required.  
 

Please be advised that your research project may be subject to an ethical audit at any given time. 
If you require any further information please contact the ISPAR Ethics Chair, Dr Laura 
Charalambous.  

 

Kind Regards 
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7.5.2 Bodyweight squat 

 

 

 

7.5.3 Box lunges  

 
7.5.4 Lateral banded walks 
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7.5.5 Upper body stretch 

 

7.5.6 Hamstring stretch  
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7.5.7 Gluteal stretch  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.5.8 Quadricep stretch  

 

 

 

 

 

7.4 Ethical clearance. 

 

 

7.5.9 Upper back stretch  
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